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t h e  g r a n d  v a l le y  s t o le  c o l l e g e s
Lanlhom Vol. 6. No. 2 
O ctober 16, 1970*
CAS Profs
V / H U U I .C
Growth Clause
by Cathy Marlett
G V SC fa c u lty  are th rea ten in g  to 
organise for collective bargaining due to 
a controversial personnel proposal that 
some charge is designed to elim inate 
faculty tenure.
The new proposal, authored by Dean 
o f C o lle g e  P la n n in g  H ofold  
Kolenbrander. found Its way to faculty 
offices Sept. 23, significantly changed 
from a faculty proposal submitted lest 
year.
According to Kolenbrander, The Board 
o f C on tro l " to o k  the report under 
advisement and set up a subcommittee 
to study the entire matter of tenure.”
T h e c o m m itte e  - P au l Jo h n s o n , 
Kenneth Robinson, and Board chairman 
W illia m  S eid m a n  - in turn asked  
Kolenbrander to study current literature 
regarding faculty personnel policies and 
draft a report for them which would 
include ma|or alternatives for their con­
sideration.
The Board’s major objection to last 
year's All-College Senate recommendat­
ion was its stipulation that the dismissal 
of tenured faculty be based on "adequate 
cause" as defined by the "1940 and 1968 
Statements of Principles on Academic 
Freedom and Tenure" of the American 
A ssociation of U niversity Prqfessors 
(AAUP).
During a WJC Council meeting last 
w eek K olenbrander adm itted of the 
Board, "Red flags rise in their minds’ eyes 
w hen th ey  see  s ta te m e n ts  in the 
document, "as defined by the AAUP."
ramption the resulting revision 
has received is, in an understated word, 
unenthusiastic. The hottest point of dis­
pute is the insertion of a "growth con­
tract" clause applicable to both tenured 
and long-term contracts.
Faculty members label the clatlse an 
attempt to limit tenure and academic free­
dom. Growth contracts call for periodic 
performance reviews with the threat of 
dismissal for professors who fail to meet 
progress objectives.
K olen brand er's  proposal lists  the 
following as items each contract would 
contain: teaching effectiveness, scholar­
ship, research, publications, course revi­
sion work, course development sabba­
tical leaves, and participation in profes­
sional organizations.
Item 6 or page 2 o f the memorandum 
reads as follows:
A p p o in tm e n ts  w ith C o n tin u o u s 
Tenure. Prior to the award of a tenure 
co n tra ct a person m ust p resent an 
accep tab le  growth contract (see HI, 
below) to the"unit's executive officer.
Appointments with continuous tenure 
can be terminated for adequate cause. 
Parsons holding tenure contracts will be 
evaluated every three years and will sub­
mit an acceptable updated growth con­
tract prior to renewal of the tenure con­
tract.
K o le n b ra n d e r  e x p la in e d  in  an 
interview last week that the idea of a 
"growth contract was not his own. but 
one that was being used at New York's 
Alfred University. He said, "It just caught 
my fancy.”
He defined a growth contract as a 
personal and academic growth plan to 
cover a period of three years, and added 
that It seems to be a "reasonable way to 
define 'adequate cause.' "
The AAUP, according to Kolenbrander, 
has stated in its 1973 ed ition  that 
" in d iv id u a l in s titu tio n s  w ill have 
form ulated their own defin itions of 
adequate cause . . He maintains that it 
was the Board 's feeling  that s in ce  
"adequate cause" had never been defined 
by this Institution, the entire concept 
needed revision.
CAS M athematics professor Abram 
M artin  d e s c r ib e d  K o le n b ra n d e r 's  
proposal in a memo circulated among 
administrators and faculty as "a  proposal 
for the abolition of tenure at GVSC.
. . . and academic freedom is non-extstant 
w ithou t som e form  o f se cu r ity  o f 
nmployment—that is. without academic 
tenure."
Kolenbrander denied last Monday that 
his plan would eliminate tenure. "From 
the outset I want to emphasize that that 
is not my position. I can understand the 
concerns which have come to me as the 
document as written, may, unfortunately, 
appear to give that impression. That is 
not Its intent. Its Intent, rather, Is to 
provide an alternative for purposesof dis- 
cusaion,” he said.
Another faculty member pointed out 
that K olenbrander baa v io lated  t\je 
definition of the word tenure. He pointed 
out that Webster's Third International 
defines tenure as "a status granted usu­
ally after a probationary period to one 
holdings position, especially as a teacher 
and protecting him from dismissal except 
for serious misconduct or incompetence 
determined by formal hearings or trial.”
He staieu further that 'Every academic 
person knows that a contract which is 
to be renewed periodically, subject to 
conditions, is not a tenure contract.”
President Arend Lubbers, sensing 
faculty anger, circulated a memo Oct. 9 
to all GVSC faculty. “I support tenure for 
those colleges and units that want it. I 
do not want to see quotas pieced on 
tenure that will exclude people who 
merit it.”
Kolenbrander has repeatedly reiterated 
a lack of connection between Lubbers and 
h is proposal. “ The President never 
approved the document i sent out," be 
said last week. “He might come out and 
say  in th e  fu tu re  it  is to ta lly  
unacceptable."
Lubbers added in him memo, "There 
is no urgency in changing policy, If, 
indeed, the present policy needs to be 
changed at a ll."  Yet. earlier this past 
summer, he issued a moratorium on con­
firmation of contract renewals, leaving
New Proposal
Would Limit 
Tenure
"Quite c l e a r l y ,  that i s  not mv in ten t
Dean of College P lann ing ,  
Harold Kolenbrander
Lubbers outlined plans to invite faculty 
members to luncheon meetings where 
they can "talk about it in an atmosphere 
free from necessary fear, mistrust, or mis­
read motive."
According to several faculty member;., 
neither Kolenbrander's reassurances nor 
Lubber’s memo seem to quell their anger.
Both CAS LiigH-b and Chemistry 
Departments have united and unanim­
ously rejected Kolenbrander's propotsls 
for the "abolition o f tenure "
In an October 9 letter to faculty and 
administrators, the English Department 
stated, " it  is tenure and tenure alone 
w hich p ro tects  acad em ic  freedom .
Kolenbrander's memo suggests no new Faculty of some benefits and rights Ihoy 
safeguards to academ ic freedom to presently possess."
ing to the Dean, academ ic freedom 
belongs to all faculty and tenure to enrtain 
individuals.
A ccording to W|C Assistant Dean 
R h on d a R iv e ra , K o le n b ra n d e r 's  
docum ent "d estro ys the conditions 
under which I was hired."
In another letter circulated io CAS 
Faculty, Den Herman from the Political 
Science Department stated: "Whether Dr. 
f Kolenhrander’s memorandum on Tenure 
is a serious proposal or an extreme posit­
ion which is designed to invite com­
promise. the intended purpose of Dr. 
Kolenbrander's statement is tr  deprive
replace those which would be I >st with 
the abolition of tenure.”
In re s p o n s e , K o le n tra n d e r  
d iffe re n tia te s  betw eon tenure and 
academic freedom, rhe English memo 
treats them equally when in fact, accord-
One Professor summarized. "I believe 
that the Administration has established 
an adversary relationship toward the 
Faculty, and that the Faculty should now 
move rapidly to organize for collective 
bargaining."
by Cathy Marino
An angry but determined and united 
faculty managed to con vince Doan 
Harold Kolenbrander that his plan to alter 
the tenure policy would not bean accept­
able policy—not oven for the purpose of 
discussion.
Kolenbrander said he didn't expect the 
hostile opposition which he was on the 
receiving end of Wednesday al a pub­
lic hearing in Manltou Hall.
Don Herman of the Political Science 
Department said he wasn't satisfied with 
the responses at the hearing, "and to mo. 
It's a definite power play on the part of the 
administration and should bo recognized 
as such."
Many faculty in attendance voiced the 
same concern as did Herman. Ed Haurek 
from the Sociology Department specu­
lated as to whether or not the "abolition of 
tenure" is the administration's way of 
eliminating some old faculty members lo 
make way for some young Ph.D.'s on a 
lower pay scale.
Kolenbrandor answered remarks of this 
kind by saying, "quite clearly, that is not 
my Intent " He admitted that maybe he 
was being naivo about his proposals, and 
said more than once. " I  was not viewing it 
in that manner ”
K olenbrander said that s in ce  the 
professor's reeclions were so negative, he 
would recommend to President Lubbers 
that the traditional tenure policy be main­
tained for the time being.
The mafority of faculty members pres­
ent at this hearing expressed concern 
about, the way one Instructor put It, be­
coming "top heavy-bureaucratic-wise."
Mathmatics Abram V. Martin said (hat 
Kolenbrander's proposals "are so radical 
in giving to the administration dictatorial 
powers over the faculty, that the docu­
ment is totally inappropriate even as a 
basis for discussion."
At the hearing. Martin went on to say 
that Kolenbrander’s definition of tenure 
is "absolutely contrary to the Universally
understood meaning oi the word tenure 
and (his I think Is a semantic fraud If this 
Is the tenure we're talking about, then I 
suggest that there is no reason for discus­
sion on this Issue heosuso the Rap bet­
ween the position of the administration 
and the position of the faculty is un­
bridgeable."
(’.AS Philosophy Professor Dewey 
Hoitenga at one point said that Dean 
Kolenbrandor was "pul In a very difficult 
poailion" due lo a "cop-out" on the part 
of the Board of Control.
The Board's subcommittee "did not do 
wha! it was asked to do ll did not author 
the document that has caused ail this 
problem. It asked Harold to write the 
document.”
He stated further that the Board should 
have first come to the faculty for input as 
ihey have dono on occasion in the past.
"I think that's the best way to build 
confidence In the faculty." Hoitenga con­
tinued. "If the administration does sen a 
problem, they should come to us." he 
concluded.
Faculty members wasted no time in at­
tacking Kolenbrander’s "growth con­
tracts" and periodic reviews.
As the CAS English Department put it. 
"the definition of'growth contract' is im­
possibly vague. , . ."
Also, several faculty members didn’t 
seem to think that "adequate cause" 
c oated e problem line instructor asked 
Kolenbrandar if he could sight a specific 
example of the present system concern­
ing "dtsmftsa; due to adequate omiae" 
not being effectiv e. Kolenbrander 
couldn’t think of e concrete example at 
that time.
Kolenbrander concluded the meeting 
by saying that "If the response i have re­
ceived here means anything. 1 will re­
commend to the President that he should 
view the proposal as negative . . .  I have 
no desire to hang onto an unworkable 
proposal."
ill a
by Gordon Morris 
ie of confusion, two hundred 
and fifty-aix students attending Grand 
Valley State Colleges moved into the new 
Ravine Apartments shortly before classes 
started for fall term. The confusion was 
caused by the fact that the apartments 
were not there, completely anyway. And 
for some people, who arrived early, there 
was not even a driveway or parking lot. 
Needless to say. many new tenants 
many faculty without positive evidence . were upset and frustrated. Unsure of what
Tenants Organize to Demand 
Rebates in Ravine Controversy
of their renewed contract!. "The absence 
o f ev id ence to th e  contrary, to the 
reasonable man, supports confirmation,"
to do. they moved in amidst work crews 
and construction equipment. Though the 
Ravine Apartments are being completed
said Kolenbrander in last week's WJC as the weeks go by, the tenants will not
Council meeting. forget that they signed a contract for a
Oh, Where Oh, Where 
Have Our Parking Gates Gone?
completed and fund shed apartment.
A committee representing the tenants, 
did •. lot of their remembering in a meet­
ing neld Monday, October 9. Attending 
the meeting was the Rebate Committee, 
made up o f representatives of the Ravine 
Apartment tenants, Ravine Apartment 
Manager Michael Lobbestael. Physical 
Plant D epartm ent M anager Robert 
Romkema, Director of Housing David Lo­
rens. and Michael Denials and Sbirlee 
Koopsen from the Grand Rapids Tenants 
Union, who were there to offer any infor­
mation they could about tenants rights. 
This was the first opportunity for the ten­
ants of the Ravine Apartments to give a 
formal list o f grievances and, to put it 
simply, let the administration know how 
the apartment residents feel about their 
pmdiouiisnt.
Rebates cn rent is the main concern of 
the tenants. Originally, the rebetes were 
going to be made using a daily rent rate 
and rebate rent for the number of days 
that the apartment was not in a “ iivable" 
condition. The administrations defini­
tion of the term "livable” is when the 
utilities (heat, water, and electricity) were 
installed. Consideration was being given 
to adding an exira day's rebate for going 
w ithout furniture, an extra day for 
shelves, an extra day for dressers, etc. In 
other words, one day's rebate for going 
weeks without certain items.
The tenants are paying for a completed 
apartment and the facilities of the Ravine 
Center and ihey do not feel that adding an 
'extra day's rebate fulfills the inconveni­
ence ana discomfort the situation caused 
them. H ie administration says that they
cannot afford to r«tw»e the rent for each 
day that the apartments are not com­
pleted.
Romkema seemed tc be the spokesmen 
for the administration, now and then get­
ting opinions and details from Lobbestael 
and Lorenz. He ran through a brief history 
of how the idea of the Ravine Apartments 
came about and the trouble GVSC had in 
getting the project approved and funded 
It seems that GVSC wanted to supply 
more housing for students and providi 
com petition for the privately owned 
apartment complexes in the area. The 
trouble in funding the project was be­
cause of the fact that it was the first time 
thatacollege had asked the state for funds 
to build college operated apartments 
specifically designed for single students.
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no tenant thonid w  oMi*
I to pay fall rent.
4 J A t  the thne the tenant* rwved 
in to  th e  apartm ent, not one
-M iH U W at- Liuin f i T _ 
daya we were forced to Wve in  an
unclean environment. Finally, if
the tenants wanted to  have a 
d ean  eprmaewt (w h it*  was not 
provided as it ahotald have bean|
£ * v  had ta spend several h o n e  
of their time cleaning. . .
5. | We ate living in e  a n te  o f 
mud. dirt, boards, naila, S in g ­
les. boxes, rets, holes, and fad  
plain fank. All of w hidt is a di­
rect violation of the State o f 
Michigan Building Code (which 
is used by Ottawa County. Al­
lendale Township).
«.) Not to *6  iorgonwi is our in­
convenience. We have suffered 
for lech o f privacy end from 
l farced to leave o n  apert- 
i unlocked and c p m  to easy 
one who should choose to eater. 
Taken for the Rebate Committee 
document.
stMh *o p t away with whet GVSC la trying (
^ ateamittaa i t  being fanned to ta n k  
wiA 1/traaa, to deal with the issues and 
boa/slty aema to a d eck tan that will be 
i n le  hast internets o f everyone involved. 
^Ha primary qnmtlaa Ik  ahtmld GVSC 
ftuVtihe money in m at tebates or ahowld 
he tenants pay rant far nnoomplated 
A m en ta  and faciUttea?
Another issue not fnchadad in the Re­
hab Committee’* Uat o f issues, i t  the 
problem of neridag. Tor a toad number of 
three hundred and fifty  prospective
■iiwant— * * * * *  - 1* *"— — *1-------
hundred m d thbty parking lo tw aaap - 
proxieurMy dmabfe fae  tins 
t v  reason for rednetng the siea is t»ol 
becaesa of a  redaction in fash *, as Bred 
bMMt. Director o f ReaMant U fa. once 
Urn tool reanmwaa that A was felt 
by fie administration, that to have the 
original nemher o f partdng apaorn would 
co v «  tgi the graensty o f  the arm and take 
iw i-  tbs flrwwrSfvsrassi  off tW  fa n tm  
.Xpettments. Raaabema than stated that 
an additional perking lot has already 
bom planned, which will be edded to the 
Ffeltfiouse lo t  which it  in the epproxi 
mate vid nity where the red  o f the Ravine 
Apartments parking lot would hate been, 
had* not been cot out. The additional lot 
will possibly be put in next year.
Pissently, a ten dollar parking fee it  
nocassary if « tenant wants to park in the 
Ravtse lot t h e  sticker i t  then given to the
___Utw^mJ mmI hmfafa) MNAna taWfti tKnuiteiiw**—— —  *----- J  %— — ..... .
"greatest need" for a oar. which is deter­
mined by Lobbestael. The other ten 
spaces are being saved for visitors. AH 
others must now park in the Fieldhouse 
parking k*.
LETTERS 
to the
EDITOR
AooerdAag «e fe e  GSA repeat, since fe c a l  yew  1971, 
sdbides have increased fee l oansongAianlqr 49%. In 1979,1 
used 34 triilHon more gallons tdgaa than in C ^
K k is d s a
k y t e a k m f a n f a n h l h a t o d a l G a a a d a a h g k e d H  
a i n C a n h a Oj ahetaraanfannary and May e ffa ia year . IhaTaa
l.AhhestMel, Lorenz, and Romkema 
were quite willing to admit that these 
were the problems, but what. they wanted 
to know, did the tenants went GVSC to do 
about it. The Ravine Apartment residents 
feel that the rebates on the rent shou Id 
cover all aspects of the uncompleted 
apartments and facilities, up until they 
meet the terms called for in the contract. 
8ut the administration does not want to 
forfeit the money in rent rebates that the 
tenants foci they deserve. A major point of 
the Rebate Committee was that i f  the 
Ravtne A partm ents w ere privately
At one point, Romkema said that "A 
soonds Wee ww> b trying to break out arms 
off. pdting ourselves on Ate back”, refer­
ring to their "eagerness" in recognizing 
the problems Of the tenants and wanting 
to get Things squared up. But the general 
feeling .if the Rebate Committee is not 
that «t all They feel disgusted, disap­
pointed. disillusioned and being given 
the "run-around" treatment by the ad­
ministration.
What the outcome will be has yet to 
presort itself. Bui if the tenants seriously 
want to achieve their goals, they have a 
long.tough road ahead.
titu d e  o f  th is
- f a a f !
COUNSELING CENTER
Bm M hits ■ □■ B n'H JIN T , vrMhCAKLY SMONtAMog t
i  i - 1  -v
m b . « n M N K H X n * V *1
I fa r  heal fare oCL
Periodically, the Counseling and Student 
Development Center will be communicating 
programs of interest to students through the 
cooperation of the Lonrhom.
To begin this year, we would Kite to focus on 
several changes which have occurred since 
Aiwutt One, we have moved closer lo areas 
when students are actively interacting and are 
mamaoomsMelhanever Wbenelse but next 
to me Commons Snack Bar? Two. we have 
expended our hoots and are open ftuui 8:00 
a.m. until 8:30 p.m. Monday through Thure 
day, SflOatL -SiOOpm Friday Diree, profes­
sional counselors now an  always available 
with in 10 minutes of walking in—no ap­
pointments an  necessary for the first contact 
pubes you desire to see a specific counselor, 
four, 3m Student Information Center will be 
laautsd In the Campus Center (check your 
newu sources tor an announcement of its 
And five. CAS faculty have as-
8 greater role i s , 
i fee Counseling Confer I 
r planning and 
counseling programs, such as vocational teet- 
i ng. greater amount df career data, earner plan­
ning groups, etc.
Shortly (hopefully even before that), we .rill 
have two new staff members on board: a coun­
selor experienced in minority affairs, and a 
much needed professional to assume 9w posi­
tion of Director, which has been vacant since 
the summer df 187.2
We encourage you to enroll in the fall term 
Student Development Seminars: Career Plan­
ning. Assertiveness 'i'raining. Eliminating Self 
Defeating Behavior. Racism and Self-Concept, 
and Male-Female Identity and Changing Val­
ues Other seminars will be formed as re­
quested.
Stop in and see us. we always enjoy a chance 
to get out of our offices and into the Snack Bar!
Pre-Law Society 
Organizes — ^
by Cfeu VaaDyha
A well-attended initial Pre-law Society 
meeting took place St 
Wed., Oct. M Offioen started «
Slava Thug vioe-
and Tom 
.The Society is
> Rivers, WjC, Rick Means. School of 
Public Service (SPS.) and 
CAS
BSta&sad-
171.
M odular College IV  J
by David Michmertniizen
Finally, after yean (at least Two) of 
speculation and expectation, Cofltge IV M«A _**? .,  _ ^ **1.** J  " " T ? * ? 1
^ ^ K s e e m s t o l m l t i v t W t o J ^  iTSl  ^ ~ '
what in -----------  _  _
not really uiffim h bocratseC pheRe y
very dear
At first glance, A is 
lege IV is. «f nothing else, the 
eriedtodcollege d ffa d u tto h n o M n e  
its use df modules in fae  plaoe r f
tinw J O0UT96S
Switchboard Adds Rapo Crisis Team
by TWry Fo?*r
It la 2 • m and Mary Harrington ana- 
w an  hw  phona. ft ta a rail from Swtfrh- 
boani. Ih* conffdanttal t«l*phnn<i liatan- 
InC »ar>-‘ . ■> (456-3535) In Grand Rapid* 
that raonivu* rail* from prapl* with protv 
lama or crfait situations Svrifrhho«nl 
ylvaa Mary ihi* <xKt«*-n«rnr and number of 
a woman who ha* lawn thr victim of rape 
W ithin IS minute* of the woman'* first 
ca ll, aha I* contacted by Mary nr one nf t ho 
several other concerned woman who or 
ganlaad lha Rapa Critl* tram  (Hr :T) la*«
Aa a supportive group helping woman 
who hay* hann raped or m-ually abused. 
Mary and |ulv Bnltman of RCT explain 
that bacauaa of tha *eri»m» throat of out 
aid* haaal* and intefforeuie. thr names of 
other woman Involvad mold not ha made 
nubile, but that a m*(or jpwl ol R tT  t* 
community aduration Thav roallra a 
naad to opan up tha *«ib|art of rape I** 
dlacuaaion and invealigalhvn of tha feel 
Inga, preconceptions. and miacomap- 
tton* involvad. and to work fot an awaro- 
naaa of the mythology surrounding Shis 
contra venial social i**ua 
Offering medical, legal, and immsi'l 
ing reaouna* and information to ra|ta vli - 
lima. RCT also provide* an in-servo a 
training program for groups, agom ias 
and voluntaar*. and manage* a speakers 
bureau to make facts available
•The legal system does not take women 
seriously.” Mary says "In dealing with 
health authorities, police and prosm u- 
tion. the woman’s morality is on trial — 
not the rapist's Tha law is set up to pro­
tect men. not women.”
The statistics: in the past six weeks. 
RCT has helped eight rat>e victims and 
two other cases of sexual abuse Then* is 
on the average, a rape every 14 minutes in 
this country But according to an F B I 
report, approximately 80% of all ralM 
cases are unreported
"T h is  is because most women feel 
guilty, ashamed, and afraid to talk even to 
close relatives and friends about a rape, 
|udy says. ” lt is difficult to be objective if 
she accepts the myth that it is'her respon­
sibility' or always 'the woman's fault 
The ripe victim may a 6cga::vc
self-image that is society-imposed Dur­
ing the first year after the rape, a victim s 
main fear is a repeat of She rape; of being 
out alone at night, in crowds, and a gen­
eral fear of men During ihe second year 
after, her concern becomes a pre,-,; i upa- 
tion with the effect the rape may have on 
her other relatioushi|*s
(h u e  a vtittm does report the i-time 
deciding to proms ule she finds the legal 
system full of ”mmplti at ion* of proof "  A 
m edical exam I* always required a* 
"proof of penetration." and snv delay In 
reporting the rape can l»e interpreted as 
■‘Inven tiveness." or If she hathes or 
changea clothe*, it I* "destruction of evt 
dem e ” If the woman t alls hat boyfriend 
first before reporting the mutt during 
trial may assume "m nsplraiv between 
the two
A woman's sexual history <an Is* taken 
Into ar rount If she has other inten nurse 
within 72 hours of the rape it i an he i on 
sidered a com plication of proof Iter
pri sinus lovers may Is* used as witnesses 
to attest to her "moral charailrt " A* 
Mary savs. I’rosttlutes and wives iannul 
lie raped ." I.te deter tor tests are fro 
rgiently administered to the ra|i«* vir tlm 
and ra|ie is the only crime frit which the 
Tfro ilifTii ullv i« that the
woman's emotional rear ttnn* max affe* t 
the test results even if she isn't lying
A teien t sociological study nM *» 
rapists mndui ted It, Philadelphia 
that 72% of rape* are planned Me«t "»e 
plar e  Indoors, at the victim * home '*"• 
irarv to the Popular ha, k alley 
Most rapist* live within flveblix k«e 
vi. tun and 45% are ptavlou* a-gu*” - 
u rn ** of virtlm Thr fort I"*’ 
knew him ran be legally i»in»1 rue«t •» 
•>v<tU»ni:t» of mrni*n! ” Artnlt »!«**”*• 
most ra|v* or i nr between people n * 
same rat lal group anti age hrui k>'< 'V1 
the man slightly older
Mary and ludv *uggesle«l a It*' < " *  
(in«f Don't* for ihr vie In*
- Do not w-aah. bathe, douche nt 
change clothe*
Preserve all evident e  and tinge
prints .. . ,
Seek medlral attention Inunnli*"’1* • 
-C all p o lite  Immediately I hi n"> 
make anv minor delay .
Another good idea is. of course to 'a "  
.. . .  . .. *-___  rt.».- «n. cmirletelVnii|r t.n sn  **-*•«»» *••«■> •••• —
lonftdentlal and available to answer 
question*
lO im  BBBK S V I01H TE  
FEB ER K l lB U I
Fifty -six of 70 batik bram lies or 70% 
surveyed in the (.rand Kapids area are in 
violation of the federal Tmth-in-l-eilding 
law Ttie findings are the results ot the 
most resent PIRGIM (Ptiblit Interest He 
search (anup in Michigan) investigation 
tnndurted lot ally by GVSC slutlenl Sallv 
|o llahn
Of the four set lions ol the state 
surveyed—G R . I.atising P o n tia i- 
Rochester Ann Arbor-Vpsilanti G.R 
had the highest percentage of violations 
Telephone tails to the bank branches 
indicated that many, instead of quoting 
only the "annual pertentage rate" for 
loans as required by federal law. gave the 
add-on interest rate The lattei rvas 
ruled illegal under offit ial interpreta­
tions of the federal law Ixvause the two 
rates, though identical m effect, confuse 
loan shoppers. The add-on rale is often 
quoted since it appears to lie lower Ilian 
the APR figure
Hanks guilts of the violation in this area 
include Central Bank. M ulligan Na­
tional. Old Kerri. First National, anti 
Union Bank.
The progs t is the first undertaken this 
year by the OVSC I’lKOIM oigamatfcm. 
Fat h month of the atademit year .mother 
project will lx- initiated This reflects a 
change in priorities from last yeartothis, 
a shift ot emphasis from organizing <ant- 
pus i hapieis in tilling at iuai pitij.-. IWSTe. 
Projects slated for the future intlude a 
study of deceptive advertising anti an 
evaluation of nuclear waste disposal.
Fee collet thin at n*gistratioii this tall 
netted the organization $11 tt> nr 201. of 
all students registering The ligtirr is 
twit e  that collected at last spring s regist­
ration |im Paquel. PIRGIM campus or­
ganizer from lansing feels the figure will 
be even higher at winter registration 
when all students will register in person 
Fall registration was divitletl between the 
mail registration and the registration in 
person in late September Of those stu­
dents registering in person. .13% t hocked 
"ves"  to support PIRC.IM by addingSl 00 
to their regular fees
Students interested in lear.iing more 
about PIRGIM or volunteering their srr- 
vii.es lor project work are asked to tnntoi t 
T|( tutor Dan Andersen or student Sally 
|o llahn
CAS GAINS 
WOMEN’S STUDIES
by Arlene lit* ksel
Neyv at GVSC this Winter Term will be 
a program of courses relating to oman s 
Studies. Wednesday. Sept 2ti nine fa­
culty members interested in the teaching 
of the new courses met to disi uss the pos­
sibilities of a Women's Studies Program 
in CAS.
The group decided to ask Dean lohn 
Linnell for formal committee status rvith 
Knglish professor Roberta Simone as act­
ing coordinator.
Simone cites a definite need for the 
urogram. "T he same thing has hap­
pened to women as what has happened to 
black'. Women are ignored, not only in 
history but psychology aiui puiiiiuii »•■•- 
cnee." To Illustrate she points out that 
these subjects are mostly taught from a 
male's point of view and always have the 
female plaving a secondary role of yvifo. 
mistress, or mother
Simone states the purpose of the fa­
culty group is "to  coordinate talk to each 
other, and let the students know what is 
offered and that rve exist "  In addition it is 
hoped these faculty members will have 
more influent e on the suhje. t in their 
orvn departments.
The task force, appointed by Dean Lin- 
nell, may also be eligible for funds to 
carry on its implementations and inves­
tigations. one of which is to look into the 
feasibility of a Women s Studies Program 
that could eventaully offer a minor. The 
task force is also interested in an interdis­
ciplinary program, in yvhtch various t .AS 
departments would offer courses relating 
to Women s Studies, rather than a de­
partment or institute yvhich is separate
from nfhor rjpnArlnipfltS.
The possibility of offering Women s 
Studies courses in the summer and even­
ings will also be discussed.
Dean Linnell approved the (.AS task 
force’s joining the Michigan !\om ens 
Studies Association as an institution 
member. The Association announced 
that the annual conference will be held 
Friday. November 9. at Ihe Rackham
Building. University of Michigan. Ann 
Arbor Persons interested in the confer 
ence should contact Prof Simone, ext •
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The University of Michigan's Women s 
Studies Program recently announced a 
neyv journal devoted to interdisciplinary 
studies of yvomen. The journal will offer a 
much-needed outlet for original scho­
larly research on women, serve as a 
source of materials for courses related to 
yvomen. and centralize information from 
disparate disciplines
Contributions which bear in some way 
on yvomen’s studies in content and pers-
__ i— •••til* txartlmUr -*m-|H7t.ii»u a te  w u iia m m v , •••*•• ,----- ------ .
phasis on papers submitted by undergrad 
and graduate students. •
Manuscripts and subscriptions may be 
sent to Women’s Studies Program, Uni­
versity of Michigan. 105B LSA BLDG.. 
Ann Arbor. Mich. 48104.
CAS Winter Term Women's Courses 
History 280. Mapes 
History 206. Disc. F.. Mapes 
P o litica l S c ie n c e  102. S ectio n  A.. 
Thompson
•Theatre 230-242. Theatre labs. Salazar. 
Helton
Psychology 315, Ritter
•Sociology 361. Johnson
•Sociology 372. |ones
•Sociology 360 (Behavioral S cien ce
330.) |ohnson
•SPS 360. O’Sullivan
‘ partly devoted to women's studies
INDEPENDENT STUDY IN WOMEN'S 
STUDIES
Cantanese. Economics. "Discrimination" 
lohnson. Sociology. "Sex  Roles '
Mapes. History 
Ritter. Psychology 
Simone. English 
Thompson. Political Science 
Torrence. SHS. “Biology
P O Q #  3
Bus Service at 
50% Capacity
by Gene Benedict 11
Because GVSC. now has a bus service 
running between Grand Rapids and Al­
lendale four times per day. It I* now pos­
sible for the Intelligent student to save a* 
much aa two dollar* per day or ten dollar*
For the victim* of the new math, your 
dynamic reporter ha* put together a 
hypothetical example:
Phil lone*, a student at GVSC. travels 
13.5 mlloe to school earn day in his car A 
weekend mechanic, he manage* to do hi* 
own tune-ups. and change* the oil and oil 
fflter faithfully. However. Phil, a math 
mafor. ha* computed that tnaurance, de­
preciation. wear on the tire*, gasoline, 
spark plug*, oil and other trivial .-spans** 
coat him an average id ten rent* per mile. 
A trip to school, therefore, would cost 
Phil St 35 each wav or S2 70 « round trip
Although it took a while fnr Phil to 
catch on, he eventually aaw the folly of It 
all and decided to use the hu* service The 
ride from the throbbing heart of Grand 
Rapids to Ihe bustle of the GVSC campus 
costs only $.35 each way or $ 70 a round 
trip. By taking the bus overv day Phil 
spends only $  70 in comparison to $2.70, 
a net savings of $2.00
Soli, for various ivestins n*s»«y students 
have elected not to use the service, which 
Ironically came about because many stu­
dents complained about the iack of cheap 
transportation to and from campus.
According to Bob Romkema. Physical 
Plant Dept. Manager, the buses havo been 
consisten tly  carrying less than 50%  
capacity of a possible 39 seats. Everf if Ihe 
buses were full every day. the Colleges 
would nevertheless lose $7,000 per year. 
However, if the present vacancies con­
tinue. the Colleges may decide to stop 
services altogether.
Operation
ID
by Mike Shaneyfelt
In an attempt to reduce theft on campus 
this year, electric: marking pens are now 
available at dorm dusks to let students 
identify any valuable possessions.
As part of Operation Identification, 
dorm students can now put identifying 
marks, preferably their social security or 
driver license number, on valuables that 
might be easily stolen. Students living off 
campus may also use these pens, but are 
required to bring their equipment to the 
dorms in order to be marked. Students 
who may not want to haul all of their 
valuable possessions to the dorms may 
find it easier to go to any of the Old Kent 
Bank branches. All branches of OKB have 
marker pens and will lend them for 48 
hours to anyone who wants them.
Identifiable markings are most highly 
advised on any expensive electronic gear 
such as turntables, te lev isio n s, and 
radios. In the past, valuables amounting 
in to the thousands of dollars have been 
stolen on campus each year. Unless there 
was some form of an identifiable mark on 
the articles stolen, there is small chance 
of return even if recovered. By taking ad­
vantage of the marker pens, any article 
stolen can be traced back to the rightful 
owner. In addition, identified articles 
have also been claimed to be some deter­
rent to theft.
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Dial Soap
Excedm
Acuve Tooth Poksh
Dap ter Men Shampoo
S e a  & Ski U psaver 
C om ae Cold C apsules
Trac N Razor 
Foam y Shave Cream
FOR MEN
C C M I
FREE!
1
2 
3
A
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
FOR WOMEN
Q P M IV  b a  ■
Lady Trac II Razor 
Lemon-Up Shampoo 
Active Tooth Poksh
Lt<m 111 oIa w*a* • • *«**v
Woohte 
Midoi
Contac Cold Capsules 
Breath Pteasers 
Aniga Frpsh
At Least One Bonus Product
Tame Balsam  & Body Instant Conditioner
Playtex Deodorant Tampons
I
AT LEAST 10 PRODUCTS 
FOR YOU THAT WILL 
SAVE YOU MONEY!
FOR SALE 8  1962  Chevy, 6-stick 
Cheap, dependable transportation. $7 5. 
Also 1951 BSA 650 — $250 Also. 19b8i a. i• NiiMJd J  JU
after 4 p.m.
FOR SA LE - SANSU1 A m p lifier. A U -22: 
high and low  filters , loud ness sw itch , 
tape m onilers. factory insp ected  11/72. 
M’is t s e l l -  $ 8 0 .0 0 .Call Dave - 1 -396-1840 .
Transfering to  W estern Michigan 
University? W est Campus Apartments 
the ultimate student community. For 
details write or ca ll: W est Campus 
Apvtments, 2 7 1 2  W estbrook. K alam azoo. 
Michigan: 6 1 6 -3 4 3 -1 4 5 7 . A Grelac 
Managed Community.
COCKTAIL W AITERS AND W AITRESSES -
College students wanted to workat the 1 9 5 6  b u i c k . g r e a t  mech.  
GROTTO. Apply in person between c o n d f  t i o n  . b o d y  f a i r .
! and 5 p^m. or call 2 4 5 -3 2 4 9 . W ork n e e d s  12 Y O f t  b a t t e r y ,  
schedules to suit you (part-tim e. c a H  " 5 3 1 9 3 8 3 .
lull-time), immediate openings available.
ARE YOU GETTING RIPPED O FF!
Don't pay _ _
car repairs, Try •** for 
any m al» or 
or domortic 
(9M9
rebuild, $ f  For 
92 fay value 
Go .to  19721
far D ais s t :isHamaa
pootry ki Cho O R A fliX  H
■no lto u .9 .
ROOMMATE WANTED • to  sh are
2-bedroom apartment at Ramblewood. 
Light housekeeping in exchang e for 
rent. Ask for |im, 5 3 1 -9 3 1 4  after 6  p.m.
COUPLE WANTED - Man and woman 
or two women to live collectively in 
large com fortab le h om e in G rand  
Rapids with com patible group of 8  
adults and 3 children. Reasonalbe  
monthly cost, shared responsibility. 
Talk with iudy Bultman-or Ken Bender- 
bush. W)C, or Jim Gilkinson, TJC.orcall 
4 5 6-7211  -
NEED SPENDING MONEY?!
We otter a chance tor those students 
with a special Itno irM p  m  or training 
in plumbing, painting, carpentry, eiec- 
Pical work, elc^ to put it to use and earn 
money. You may work as many 
hours o r  as few houre as your schedule 
permits. 9 you ate ir tore a ed. please 
contact Dick Frost and Bab Young at
Between the Devil and the Records from the Bargain Bins
Deep Blue Movie
by Pot Duncan
II w ii  ■ joyous o ct jiio n  for the mstmn 
from Holland She thought tha decision 
was marvalnu* and that a blow had been 
(truck for decency. What II meant lo 
Robert (ioodrlch. mane*. t of lha Savoy I 
and II lhaatraa. wa* something alae.
Aa with moil thlnga. II haa takan a 
whllafora Irand lofillnr down until II hita 
Grand Rapida. II atarlnd back In 1970 al 
lha peak of whal la now callad lha "Sex- 
ual Revolution Nixon apiminlad a praa- 
idantlal Commission on Obacanlty and 
Pornography, aa la hiacuatom whan facad 
with aomathing ha dnoan't want to bo 
botharad with The Oimmlaalon returned 
an opinion in 1970 tha! recommended 
repeal of naariy aii U.S oba<«n!t>* rssfric- 
tlona. Nixon, of nouraa. navar haada hia 
own commission*. Wn all know whal 
happened to lha Commission on Mari- 
|uana and Drug Abuse's recommendation 
that pot ho legalized 
The following guidolinas wore givon 
for trials by |udgn or jury:
(1) Whothor "the avnrago porson. ap­
plying contemporary community stan­
dards" would find that lha work, taken aa 
a whole, appeals to tho prurient interest:
(2) Whether the work depicts or de­
scribes. in a patently offensive way. sex­
ual conduct specifically defined by the 
applicable state law; and
(3) Whothor the work, taken as a 
whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, 
political, or scientific value.
The court thon gave examples of what a 
state could dofine for regulation under 
the second part (2) above as follows:
(a) "Patently offensive representations 
or descriptions of ultimate sexual acts, 
normal or perverted, actual or sim u­
lated."
(b| "Patently offensive representations 
or descriptions of masturbation, excret­
ory functions, and lewd exhibition of the 
genitals "
The Supreme Court further specified 
that even a wyrk containing such patently 
offensive representations could not be 
found to be obscene unless the other two 
standards. (1) and (3). are met.
This decision was confirmed on a 5-4 
count of the jud«>»« <)f the five -vho voted 
for the decision, four wore Nixon appoin­
tees. The Miller vs. California decis'on 
was reinforced with more or less the same 
type of decision in Paris Adult Theatre I 
vs. Slaton, instead of clearing up the obs­
cenity and pornography quagmire, these 
decisions operated like a big stick and 
just stirred up the mud until it was even 
murkier than before 
Before Miller vs. California, the courts 
had to tread the uneven ground of deter­
mining what is "obscene" and what liter­
ary. artistic, political, or scientific value 
consists of. They now have to cope with a 
vague, hazy criterion called “contempor­
ary community standards" and how they 
are determined.
The Supreme Court decisions gave rise 
to speculation that they would lead to an 
almost vigilante assault on the adult 
theatre and bookstore owners. Since there 
are no strict guidelines given for com­
munity standards, the owners do not 
know for sure if they are breaking any 
laws until they are taken to court. In a 
sense, they are tried ex post facto.
This d idn ’t seem  to hamper Circuit 
Court fudge  John V an derW a ll. Kent 
County Prosecutor fames Miller, and 
Grand Rapids City Attorney George Wei- 
ble, from bringing an injunction against 
Goodrich for bringing an "x-rated. hard­
core” film  to his theatre.
The injunction against The Devil in 
Miss Jones was handed down Thursday, 
Oct. 4. and a trial set for the following 
Wednesday. Goodrich looked forward to 
a lifting of the injunction- An attorney, he 
felt confident that the court cases in 
Michigan since june that had dealt with 
the seme state obscenity law. were prece­
dent enough for the release of the court 
order.
These four cases had each been dismis­
sed on the grounds that the state law in­
voked was vague and unconstitutional. 
The area covered by these trials extended 
from Detroit to Muskegon, and “ hard­
core” films are being shown aii over 
Michigan. Goodrich wss quoted as say- 
ing, "It's really quite puzzling to me why 
Miller thinks Grand Rapids has obscenity 
laws different from anywhere else. Are 
ere not part of Michigan T"
Well. John VaaderWall is probably 
drawing up a proposal for Grand Rapids 
to sw ede from the n et of the elate right
He than cited that six nr seven bills 
were before the stale legislature, and var­
ious cases, including the Floyd 
Bloss/Burton Capri case, ware before the 
Slate Supreme court. Basically, lha de­
fense argued that unlit the law could 
specifically delineate what acts were 
prohibited on thn screen, there could be 
no trial.
What la thia statute that defines obscen­
ity In the stateof Michigan? Well. It states 
that any act that is portrayed, that Is pa­
tently “obscene, filthy, lascivious. Inde­
cent" and so forth, is pornography. Pretty 
damned specific. Isn’t It?
Well. |udge VanderWall and the pro­
secuting attorneys thought so Don |ohn- 
son. for the prosecution, ststed that It was 
the contention of the ‘people’ that the 
language of the law was specific enough. 
Also, that If the law was vague, or In a 
state of hiatus, then this was the time and 
place In mako It firm. In his case, he stated 
that in Georgia. Comal Knowledge had 
been banned, and it wasn’t even as exp­
licit in its sox sccr.ss as the Devil in Miss 
Jones.
It was Sawyer's turn again. He said that 
it was a restriction of a person's First 
Amendment rights no! to know in ad­
vance that he or she is transcending per­
sonal rigJils or disobeying ths law. A lso, 
although he may have found the film dis­
gusting. Sawyer noted he saw  no right far 
him to inflict his value judgments on 
someone else.
Judge VanderWall took his turn. He 
had seen the film  that morning with two 
hand-picked " average citizens” and the
because Batnbi's parents were not legally 
married, then they can cloaa It down.
"Now. girls and boya are adults at in 
years of age. I don't want to be personal, 
but. If I had a daughter. If defense counsel 
had a son nr daughter IB yaare of aga. I 
would do whatever possible lo prevent 
them seeing The Devil In Miss Jones, 
ludge VanderWall said, and ended with. 
“ Is section 800.2938. the state obscenity 
statute, imblgloua? Is It too vague to be 
constitutional? My answer la N o."
" I  will continue," he finished, "the In­
junction prohibiting this picture this 
film, In this theatre."
This means that tha law in the Grand 
Rapids area Is still vague, at least to the 
theatre and bookaiore ownsrs dssllns ln 
pornographic materials. With the 'sue- 
m ss' of this case, it won't be long until 
any bookstore or theatre owner can be 
cloned down by one person who finds 
their material objectionable.
The woman from Holland was over­
joyed. as I said earlier. I asked her what 
offended her about 'q u estionable ' 
movies.
“ Why. what they do to people." she 
replied.
"You mean, you think that they influ­
ence people adversely?"
"O f course."
"But what about the judge and the at­
torneys? Don't you think they are Influ­
enced?"
“Oh nc! Why. they’re adults!
And therein lies the whole point of the 
trial. Why does obscenity even enter the 
case? There are laws that allow consent­
ing adults to watch or read whatever they 
desire, but only in the confines of their 
own homes. Judge VanderWall even de­
fined this issue. If consenting adults
f y o u h a v e t o g o  t o  H e ll..
g o jo r:± **# o ri
counsels. He described the film  as " the 
most disgusting, filthy , d irty  film  I ’ve 
even seen ." He couldn't "describe in 
words how dirty nr f ilth y ."  VanderWall 
seemed most disturbed at the opening 
scene, which had no sex at all, but por­
trayed the heroine's suicide by slitting 
her wrists.
He felt the religious aspects in the be­
ginning and end of the film acted as 
"camouflage" to  "bring out ine prurient 
interest.”
"ft is hard-core." he stated, " I  don't 
think you could add cny more in another 
picture in the way of sex acts.”
He didn't like the movie.
Judge VanderWall then played ring- 
around-the-rosie with the various iaws 
and their implications fo r the next hour 
and a half. Stating that, " t h e  Devil cer­
tainly  was in Miss Jones." he said that 
after seeing the film, he was sure that the 
complaint, the part applying to pornog­
raphy. was true and the film was hard­
core pornography. The only question 
was, therefore, "Is the state statute con­
stitutional, or not. as interpreted by this 
court."
He read the statute again that states 
obscenity as sexual acts portrayed of "in ­
decent character, obscene, lewd, lascivi­
ous. filthy, e tc ."  He repeated the de­
fenses’ contention that this was 'vague'. 
He then stated thai, “ in my opinion, it is 
not."
Citing that it is the state's job to “main­
tain a decent society." and that he was. 
‘‘the standards that ex ist in this 
community."
In other words. Judge VanderWall was 
stating three things:
choose to view a questionable' movie, 
who had the right to say no? At a pomo 
theatre, you must be 18 to enter. That 
makes you an adult. You must pay to 
enter. That is consent. I have never seen 
anyone brought at gun point and forced to 
see a film. It seems that each adult must be 
their own censor. The fact that a child or 
criminal might be adversely influended 
by such films is no justification for reduc­
ing all of u* to the viewing level of chil­
dren or criminals.
By what authority does Judge Vander­
Wall assume that his moral judgment is 
such that he can rule for every person in 
Kent County? I'm afraid to ask.
with a little patience, most id ihnsr 
pui of-prtnt Ips and nvaratocks can he In- 
tiled in local record shops and depart, 
rwnt store* at extremely low prices
Haruml; Haruml; Verve Forecaat-KTS 
S03O-2X. The high-point of this twn- 
penrd sat I* reached on side four in the 
form of a nineteen minute cut entitled. 
- Samurai Memories "  This selectinn 
futures Mr. Haruml spewing forth a 
tirade of hideous oaths and curses In 
lipaneae for She full nineteen minutes, 
to * back-up Instrumentation reminiscent 
0[ the b etter efforts of " ?  and the 
M y ita r ls n a ."  T h e  resu lt is 
understandably a devastating niece of 
music, butt unfortunately, the Ip is all 
downhill from there on
Thr Yord Went on Forever: Richard 
Harris: Dunhtll ■ US90042 This, the best 
„f Mr Harris' recorded works is a true 
find indeed, but discretion should he 
facilitated before purchasing. due to an 
oversight by certain distributors Thn 
small hole punched through the left-hand 
corner of the jacket (indicative of 
fsrgain-prlcod albums) perforates the re- 
cord Itself, and may somewhat lessen 
your enjoyment of the first song on ecu h 
side You may try. as I did. rillinK the 
aperture with wax or epoxy, but will con­
sequently discover that thn voice quality 
suffers slightly for the repair, espec tally 
where the title is concerned
HP Lovecraft; HP Lovecrafl: Philips - 
PUS 6000-279. The dayglow rendering of 
the rainbow man on a swing (on the- in­
side back cover) is by itself worth the 
price of this record. It calls to mind some 
of Peter Max s sociai-couiccieuitiiy art- 
work, yet remains a trifle more relevant to 
the human situation. It should certainly 
be scrutinized while the eerie sounds are 
playing, for the sake of perspective al 
least. Such a sense of affinity with the real 
is a necessity.
The Humblebums; The llumhlehums: 
Liberty - LST 7636. The originality in the 
titles of first albums never c eases to 
amaze me. The Humblebums. The simp­
licity is overwhelming. The confusing 
factor here is the back cover whic h 
proudly proclaims, "T he New Dumb- 
lebums," which leads one to wonder 
what happened to "T h e  Old llumb- 
Isbums." Presumably they were much too 
aged to make albums. If Scottish folk-type 
offerings are not your cup of mead, you 
will consider this Ip the last Strawh. The 
cover alone, however, is well worth 
the. . .oh. nevermind.
Bread on the Night; Liverpool Scene; 
RCA - LSP 4267
Amazing Adventures of the Liverpool 
Scene; Liverpool Scene; PGA - LSP 4189: 
Fat example. .
"Take me back to Gotham city 
Batman
Take me where the girls are pretty 
Batman
All the damsels in distress 
Half-undressed or even less
_ n-t—dl makes 'em all say Yes
H ollyw ood  Dream; Thunderclap  
Newman; Track -SO 8284 Thia cohesive 
lot < unstated of an over-forty year old tig- 
time pianist, a fifteen yeer old lead 
guitarist named |lmmy. and Speedy 
Keen, a self admitted neurotic: who peo­
ple kepi c .ia in iiiii WSS T S i!!"  Peter 
Townshend Imagine what that muat 
have done to hla Id The music la pan- 
dam nnious. w him sical. and 
underaiatmi totally deserving of an au­
dience This album wa* becoming In­
creasing difficult to find in bargain-bins, 
hut Trac k Records happily decided to re- 
releaao It in celebrate the aucceaa of 
Speedy'* solo album. At any price. It's 
still a bargain
The Mnrfile Index; Nlco; Klnktra - KKS 
74029, This record cost me fourtv-four 
c ents I don't understand any of tt. My 
only hope Is that neither does Nlco.
Under the ffogtime Moon; tan Whit­
comb; United Artlats-IIA I.A 021-F Thia 
album must he dedicated lo all thn Gil- 
iignns of the- world Original ragtime ren­
ditions of "Yaakn Hula Hickey Dula 
(Hawaiian love Sung)" and "Robinson 
Unison's Isle” make me long to get away 
from it all. These songs from a bygone era 
make about as much sense now as they 
did when they worn written—none at all. 
and lao sings them like he means them. 
Good for you. Mr. Whitcomb. I'll race you 
to the "S S  Minnow."
Not your cup of mead. Got it?—BT
(The following albums can all be found 
ioc.nlly p rie s : r m s l 't s  from
4 4c-1.99. Thoy are all ‘cut-outs', which 
means the company has most likely de­
stroyed the master 'stamper' and there­
fore the record Is no longer being 
printed.)
The A ssociation ; The A ssociation; 
Warner Brothers - W7 1800. This album 
was a beautiful product of a very transi­
tional period for The Association. It was 
released just as thoy were getting more 
into album music: as opposed to the sing­
les market (do you realise how long it has 
Ix-en since they've had a hit?). Anyway, tt 
was their first completely self-produced 
effort with everyone contributing songs 
and playing aii of the instruments. No 
signs of "W indy" or "Cherish here at all!
Gone to My Head; Andy Bow; Mercury 
SRM 1-625. This is the initial solo offer­
ing by Mr. Bown, who was formerly of an 
overblown singles band form the United 
Kingdom called The Herd. Peter Framp-
tnn started tha band along with ar. origi­
nal mambar from lha early Small Facta 
At any rate. The Hard w m  never heard 
and that's a little aed. Bown comae off 
hare with tome vary pungsr.t lyrics and 
pretty melodies. Ironically enough, ;mu 
will find no hoavy metal hare.
Walk Away Ranee; Ths Lari Banka; 
Smash MGS 270B8.
Left Banka Too; Tha Left Bsnka; Mercury 
SRS 87113. Thia band has So fcs sr.s of 
America's all-time great contributions to 
lightweight rock. How many People do 
you know who didn’t Immadiately fall In 
love with the Infectious "Pretty B al­
lerina." or "W alk Away Ronaa" and "De-
slrea"? Michael Brown w a lha driving 
force behind the group and more recently 
of Storlos. Ha co-authorsd practically 
every song of Tha Left Banka and Stories 
too. excluding the much overplayed
"Brother Louts." About tlx months ago 
Brown left Storiea and has baon rumored 
reforming The Left Banka, lean only nope 
end nray that,the rumors ire true. In the 
meantime we have there two Incredible 
albums and the two ataiiss Ips on Kama 
Sutra to enjoy for a long time.
Human Ball; The McCoys; Mercury SR
81207.
Infinite M cCoys; The McCoys; Mercury 
SR 61183. This bend suffered ■ real iden­
tity crisis In the mld-SIxtlea. which prob­
ably caused their eventual break-up. The 
public simply would not let them forget 
ihn "Hang on. Sloopy" days—a single 
they had very little to do wtth In terms of 
production and composition. Anyway, 
these two two albums were their last ef­
forts before the split which eventually 
pieced two members of the group in emp­
loyment with both johnny and Edgar 
Winter. Needless to say, they are both 
vary mature and exciting recordings. Al­
though the music leans heavily on both 
jazz and bluea o f the later a lxtiei. It 
doesn't make the synthesized voices or 
studio gimmickry seem out of place. Two 
infinitely listenable records.-SM.
by Bob Tarte and Steve Milanowski
Film Guide
The Batpill makes 'em 
Batman.
Tantamount to Treason; Michael Nes­
mith; RCA - LSP 4563. Well, fun is fun, 
but the line ought to be drawn some­
where. as Shakespeare himself once re­
marked. and. when you come right down 
to it. there really is no place for humor 
when dealing with a performer of this 
calibre. How honest would I be finding 
fauL with an ex-Monkec? We can have 
our laughs at Mike—his wool hat always 
did fracture my funnybone—but no one 
ever snickered when he blazed out that 
lead guitar in "Tapioca Tundra." I can 
uuequivocably state that the improve­
ments on this lp over his work with Davy, 
reiey, and Sneczy are reted in lightyears.
PARIS ADULT THEATRE I v. SLATON
JUSTICE WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS’
d issen tin g  o pin io n
The trial began at 2 p.m.. Wad., Oct. 10, 
in lha Kant County Hall of Juatica Bldg. 
Attonaay Harold Sawyer stated ths 
for tha d ifsm i His stand waa ths 
state obacanlty law waa vague am 
sat by jsavioue
(1) That he has put hintself up as the 
public censor for Kent County;
(2) That it is not up to the state to de­
termine obecenity. but can be done cn the 
county level. Or, that the community 
standard* in Muskegon and Grand 
Rapida (40 miles apart) an not thasana
(3) That words like' 
filthy" m i
With thie kind at dadefoa, three is ns 
limb to how h r tha local bins nesssem  
go. tf they figure that Bomfaf ie 'filthy',
I’ve always felt ths* "obscenity" was not an 
exception to the First Amendment. Formatters 
of taste, ike matters of belief, turn on the 
idiasyncracies of individual. They are too per­
sonal to define and too emotional and vague to 
apply as witness the prison term for Ralph 
Ginzburg. Ginzburg v. United States. 383 U.S. 
48',. not for whet he printed but for the sexy 
manner in which he advertised his creations.
The other reason I could not bring myself to 
conclude that “obscenity" eras not covered by 
the First Amendment eras that prior to the 
adoption of cur Ccsetituties and Bill of Rights 
the colonies had no law excluding “obscenity^ " 
from the regime of freedom of expression and 
press that than existed. I could find no such
leers; and oiare im portant, our leading colonial
expert. Julius Goebel, could find none. |
G oebel. Developm ent o f Legal laetltu tio iu  (7th
1848 ed ); J. Goebel. Felony and Mis- 
' (I®*7). So I herame convinced the!
“ °f»hs “obscenity" exception to th*
Flat Aiereif o n  was a legislative and judi- 
del tour deforce; tbat if ws erase lo have such e 
regime of censorship and punishment. It 
should be does by constitutional caaedmenL 
i see, of couese. dhuded by m *y  of.
to »fos sree. They
by political psoummee- 
(d by states of
onces in m y life w ss s  v isit to  a nation w here 
bookstalls w ere filled  o n ly  w ith  book s on  
mathematics and books on  relig ion .
I am sure I would find o ffen sive m ost o f  the 
b o o b  tn d  m ovies charged w ith being o bscen e. 
But in a life  that has not been short. I have yet to  
be trapped into seeing or reading som ething  
that would offend me. 1 never read or see the 
materials com ing to the Court under ch arges o f  
"obscenity.” because I have thought th e  F irst 
Amendment made it u nconstitu tional for m e 
to  ad  as a censor.
J sss eds in bookstores and neon lights over 
theatres rtw resemble bail for thoae who seek 
vicarious exhilaration. As a parent or a priest 
or as a tnschsir I would have no compulsion in 
edging my children or wards away from the 
boob and movies that did no more than excite 
man's baee instincts. But I never supposed that 
government was permitted to ait in judgment 
OB one's tastes or beliefs—save a* they in- 
vofved action within the reach of the police 
powar of government.
Imp laud the effort of my Brother Brennan to 
jpBake the low road which the Court has fob 
Lmed in this field- The new regime he would 
jB B W te is much clnere than the old lo the 
—jo.  of bntnitlon which the Pint A a  
preclaims. But since we do not have hare 
Ob  gsique aeries at pw hlaete raised by gov-
(Cf Pubiic Utilities Comm a 
y ’t^ llock. ate U-S. 451). !  m s  as ccssdtu- 
* "  '— a rob that makes a
Oct. 18
I.OVES OF A BLONDE
Leading Gzecn director Milos Forman, a 
master of understatement, views the sad 
and humorous events in the life of a 
young woman factory worker. A hopeless 
romantic, the girl falls in love with a 
young pianist, spends the night with him, 
and shows up at his parent s home the 
following weekend. The musician con­
vinces his parents he gave the girl no en­
couragement.
(Slavic Film Festival, 3:15 and 7 p.m. 132 
LHH. FREE ADMISSION.)
Oct. 23
THE SEVENTH SEAL 
A knight returning from the Grusades 
challenges Death to a game of chess to 
save his life. The setting is medeival 
Europe at a time when the Black Plague 
and superstition are consum ing the 
population. One of Ingmar Bergman’s 
finest films; thetim espent viewingit will 
not be regreied (Art Film Senes, 3:15, 
Louis Armstrong Theatre. FREE ADMIS­
SION.)
I Oct. 24. 26
'  DUSTY AND SWEETS MCGEE
Director Floyd Mutrux uses real junkies 
playing themselves to recreate actual in­
cidents in the lives of Los Angeles heroin 
addicts. A film worth seeing. “The lush­
ness of William franker's photography, 
which captures the hot-dog and used-car 
wasteland of Los Angeles with such im­
mediacy that one can almost smell the 
smog. . .infuse even the most tawdry 
events w ith a rom antic e n e rg y .. . ” 
NEWSWEEK.
(Campus A ctivities Film  8 :15 . Louis 
Armstrong Theatre. 70c ADMISSION.)
Oct. 25
LOVE AFFAIR or THE CASE OF THE 
MISSING SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR
A Yugoslavian him, one a! the most im­
aginative from Eastern Europe in recent 
years. The film opons with two seemingly 
unrelated sequences. Time first shows a 
sexologist lecturing on various myths 
and taboos regarding sox. Next, an au­
topsy is performed on the body of a young 
woman while another doctor lectures on 
the psychology o f murders. Intercut are 
scenes of the young woman and her lover, 
the intention to show the cold, intellec­
tual way society views sex and murder.
(Slavic Film Festival. 3:15 and 7 p.m., 132 
LHH, FREE ADMISSION.)
Oct. 30
DADA FILMS
A program of dada-ist films
ALEXANDER NEVSKY 
Sergei E isen ate in 's  account o f the 
Teutonic Invasion of Russia in 1241 and 
the rise of a nationalistic hero helped to 
unify popular resistance against the 
Nazis when it was released after 1940 in 
Russia. The Teutonic Knights go un­
checked until Alexander challenges and 
defeats them at Lake Peipus in the famous 
Battle on the Ice.
The scene waa shot during a heat wave in 
July; a huge flat field, covered with a mix­
ture of glass, alabaster, chalk and salt du­
plicated the atmosphere of the frozen 
lake. Sergei Prokoviev composed the 
score. (Slavic Film Festival, 3:15 and 7 
p.m„ 132 LHH, FREE ADMISSION.)
DAILY 7:30 & 9:40 
WITH THIS AD, ONE 
TICKET $1.50
starring: George" 
Segal, Kri* Rris- 
tofferson
EVERY PRI. & SAT. M0VXE?
WITH THIS AD, AWY
MIDNITE SHOW ONLY Wlttl tfci* One
SI.50 ticket only 52.50
f r e e Preview American File Theatre 
8-nin. clips of each 8 f1las 
SHOW Savoy #1-Ron.. Oct. 22. 4 p.m .
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GV B eq u eath ed  H istorical Find
by Bob Tarte
A aoriaa of historical cxccvttioni in tha 
city of Prank furl, W n l Germany, a n  
causing sarioua raporauaalona. Cooaaqu- 
•ncoa of tha find am causing turmoil snd 
confusion not only on tha Suropaan con­
tinent, but also at avary major American 
uni varsity, Especially hard hit Is the Col- 
lags of Aits and Sciences at GVSC, as tha 
satire language department struggles to 
maintain Its bearings In this time of ling­
uistic crisis.
The trouble began in eariy juna of this 
year, when tha National Historical Soci­
ety, baaed In M unich, received sn 
anonymous donation of a parcel of old 
letters. Two months of painstaking Inves­
tigation proved the authenticity of the 
documents, lust i t  claimed, they were 
found to be a sorts* of heretofore undis­
covered love letter* addressed to a Miss 
Charlotte Buff during the late 18th cen­
tury. The author of these was no less a 
personage than Johann Wolfgang von 
Goethe, re known ed creator of such works 
as Die Lefden'des fungens Werthers and
Wilhelm Melstar's Appranhcmhlp, and 
the man who many consider ths father of 
tha modern German language. The latter* 
alluded to an even mors Important 
treasures—t  collection of secret manus­
cripts cist mad to ue Is thi 
surrounding Goathe's Frankfurt home. 
Understandably, great speculation arose 
a* to whit form the manuscripts were 
likely to take- essays, stories, or perhaps 
an enttra novel. Nobody, however, was 
quite prepared for vlmt was actually un­
earthed.
On the data of August 27th. 1973. after 
many unsuccessful diggings, Dr. Nsmo 
Niemend of Heidelberg Unlversliol 
pulled up a badly rusted brass box from 
tha bottom of a tour foot hole. The con­
tainer was approximately one foot squra. 
and sealed by several padlocks. Adorning 
each of the six surfaces was 'Roche,' the 
German equivalent of 'Dangerl' In black 
paint. Though Immediately Intrigued, 
the group of experts restrained them­
selves from further action, fearing inad­
vertent damage to the box or Its contents. 
The precious cargo w u  forwarded back 
to Munich snd studied until mid-  
September, when shocked scientists pul 
an end to all the mytlery.
DMJQ-ZVK
by The Vestibule
November 4 we shall have the opportunity 'o 
hear music that is rarely heard in thla neigh­
borhood. It la a music which has come to b» 
known as New |iu end It snail be performeo 
hy some of Its greeted representatives. Mwsn- 
ishl Herbie Hancock and his septet.
Even to people who are only casually famil- 
ir with jazz performers, Heibie Hancock's 
r.tmr is known. In the last ter. yen. he hts 
established himself as one of the most influen­
tial. vibrant, imitated, brilliant, and inventive 
pianists kicking.
For 25 of his 33 years he has been playing the 
piano. At first he studied classically and was 
recognized as a prodigy at age 14 when he 
began his public performances. He became 
aware of jaz. at this time but did not feel that ne 
was emotionally ready for it until Mile* Davie 
asked him to join Ms quintet in the early SO'a. 
He played with Ultes for six -yew* daring 
which time he matured both improvisationally 
and compositionally. Some of hit early tunes, 
such as " Wstarmclon Man" and "Maiden Voy­
age,"can actually be considered |azz standards
today.
During hit stint with Miles Davis. Mwsn- 
diahi (hit Swahili name which means "com­
poser") put out five albums of his own with the 
aid of musicians like Freddie Hubbard and 
Tony Williams. Hie presence can also be found 
on pianist Joe Zawinul'a double keyboard 
album and baaaiat Miroslav Vitous' two lete- 
aixtiea lpi. Both of these artists are now in 
Weather Report.
Mwandishi'i collaboration with Milea Davit 
brought forth a stream of albums, each break­
ing more ground than its predecessor. Bitches 
Brew and Jack Johnson are from this period 
and they exemplify the directions that New 
Jazz was taking. Milea taught Herbie to think 
conceptually about a tune instead of In terms of 
notes. He also suggested the use of the electric 
piano as opposed to the classic Steinway. This 
started » *»-"d in contemporary Jazz and Her-
bl still uses his Fender Rhodes plui an arsenal 
of electronic devices including sn echoplex 
■nt fuzz wah pedal.
By IBM Mwandiahi found that it was time to 
leave Mile*' ,J*nd and form hia own unit. 
Well-established as a musician and squally es­
tablished as a leader, he wu able to icsemble a 
sextet of some of the finest musicians around. 
The band mads sevaral initial personnel 
changes following their first ip - Mwandishi 
(1970) and presently the group Incorporates 
the talents exhibited on the second album. 
Cronin"
In addition to Mwandishi on keyboards, the 
muiiclans are: Mgana (Eddie Henderson), 
trumpet, fluegelhom; Hepo Mtot (Julian Pries- 
ter), trombone; Mwila(Benny Maupln). flutes, 
piccolo, bass clarinet, soprano sax; Mchezajl 
(Buster Williams), bau; Jabali (Billy Hart], 
drums; and Crossing* synthesizer player, Pat 
Gleason
These fellows have musical backgrounds 
and experiences u  divergent as thsir sounds 
are invoking. They've played the Blues. Jazz, 
and Broadway shows. From Muddy Wsiers to 
Sun Ra, Wu Montgomery to Pharoab Saun­
ders. Mgana hold* a Doctor of Psychiatry de­
gree. Despite this variance in backgrounds, 
these men come together now to generate their 
New Jass. They have reached a technical profl- 
ciancy which allows them to play the free 
form, eiW ol music that led or.s critic to coin 
the expreuicn "Afro-electric," perhsps not so 
much for its use of electronic equipment but 
because of its mesmerizing effects.
Their music may well be considered elec­
tronic. However, it is definitely not the cliched 
gadgetry that one may infer from the term. 
Electronics is another instrument to the mem­
bers of the Herbie Hancock’s group. They treal 
It u  a fabris that can be inter woven amongst 
the images and impressions of their New Jazz.
Mwandiahi believes in hi* audience*. To 
him they too are musicians. The audience pro­
duce* the vibrations that tha performer* play 
off. They ere the energy for powering the emo­
tions. Tho members of the group practice 
Nisherin Shoshu Buddhism. Together they 
chant Nam Myoho Range Kyo- a wty towards 
inner Harmony. Their music provide* this 
same harmony, and you will feel it when you 
listen.
The Mason Williams 
Concert
Nov. 6
Multipurpose Space 
Campus Center
2 Shows-* 8:15 ft 10:30 
Tickets $2.49
Inside a small leather pouch within Die 
box Itaalf. a fifty linguistic ces* "f  
German language had baan carau y 
hidden by Goethe, who knew tho dlrera- 
suits of his Pandora's box was •»« 
upanad. To the uninitiated, a brli l e*P'« 
nation la needed to demonstrate the • 
trmem gravity of the situation. 
ally speaking, the German langusg" 
four separate‘cases’ —patterns of though 
which shape word groups In spoken 
written German. In the form of a c hange 
In 'normal' word order or different adjec­
tive endings We. In English, unlike con­
temporary European languages, hive 
only the remnant* of case,' as In our d - 
Unction between the two forms of the 
first-person singular pronoun. I 
•me.' T  denotes use as the sub|m:t ■>! a 
sentence or phrase, generally sneaking, 
while 'pie' occurs only in the predicate-1is 
a direct or indirect object, for example. 
T he German case system function* 
somewhat on thla principle, though my 
comparison I* much oversimplified Just 
as German is overly complex. The tour 
separate German rases are as follows: tne 
nominative case (tho subject of a sentence 
or phrase, uaually), the accusative esse 
(governing the direct ob|oct of a sentence 
or phrase and the objects of certain pro­
positions), the dative case (for indirect 
objects and objects of certain other pre­
positions). and, finally, the genitive case 
(in d icatin g  possession—such a*
‘Eugene's baboon' In English—and gov­
erning the objects of an even smaller 
group of prepositions). If al I of this sound 
com plicated, tha? is for a very good 
reason. German I* an Impossible lan­
guage. whose fluency is reserved for 
philogista. professors, and other noted 
degemates. Before one can even consider 
thinking a phrase in German, one must 
categorize every part of speech in that 
phrase in order to chose one of the six 
possible words for 'the,' for instance, 
Duels have beon fought before over faulty 
adjective endings. One can therefore im­
agine the extreme panic likely to result 
over the discovery of yet another c.ase- 
—one which Goethe, in his wisdom, de­
sperately attempted to conceal from tho 
already over-taxed German. Willi this 
discovery, however, no linguist of any 
repute can simply continue ignoring the 
•fifth’ case, as if it had never been unco­
vered. II must now be assimilated into 
modern-day German, as painlessly and 
quickly as possible.
Perhaps things are not as grim as they 
look- To my mind, the brand new case is 
,iot more inscrutable than any of the 
others, and should not take any longer to 
master. Dubbed, by Goethe, the preroga; 
tive' case, its use is simplicity itself—at 
least as far as the Aryan mentality is con­
cerned. A sentence or phrase demands 
the use of the prerogative under the fol­
lowing conditions:
1) An exclusive right, privilege, or 
wish by the speaker is expressed, im­
plied, or hinted at.
2) The subject matter of the sentence or 
phrase contains information previously 
unknown to the listeners).
.1) The sentence or phrase la uaed In 
the course of interrupting anolhar 
speaker.
4) The subject of voting rights, nobil­
ity. tribal warfare. Rabelais, or pleurisy Is 
indicated, directly or otherwise.
Ones the speaker or wTtter realizes that 
the prerogative case I* called for. he must 
search through his thoughts locating tha 
oh|ect of the prerogative, and then ennact 
the necessary changes demanded by ths 
prerogative. These are much too lengthy 
to attempt to covor here, but include a 
vowel change within the object, e change 
of article, and the selection of one nf se­
venteen ad|ectlve endings, depending on 
location of the perogativa ob|ect in the 
sentence or phrase, the proximity of al­
ternative cases and parts nf speech, and 
lime Interval between the completion of 
the sentence and the approaching vernal 
equinox—much like those rules govern­
ing the genitive case.
On an official level at least, plans are 
underway at Grand Valley to introduce 
the prerogative to German students just as 
soon as all its subleties are understood by 
the professors fhemselves—perhaps by 
1!I7B, with a little luck. Open discussions 
on the topic are non-existent at the Col­
lege of Aria and Sciences. Nobody seems 
eager to step forth and actually admit to 
the immense difficulties which lie ahead. 
The prospect of a wizened professor turn­
ing student again, for any reason, is espe­
cially dislasteful and there are rumors of 
many members of the staff giving up 
German for good. Those members of the 
department who agreed to discuss the 
matter even in general terms did so only 
under my guarantee of absolute anonym­
ity. Two of those professors who shall 
remain nameless—Mr. and Mrs. Seeger, 
both with doctorate degrees in Germanic 
linguistics and archaic Indo-European 
philately—had this to say collectively 
about the subject.:
"T he recent unearthing of a fifth case 
has definitely sent a shockwave through 
the whole world of German studios. All 
our thinking up In now will have to be 
reconsidered in the light of this discov­
ery. Perhaps the Brothers Grimm did after 
all write the Gothic Bible previously at­
tributed to Bishop U lfilas, as many 
graduate students have suspected. And. 
finallv. where does this leave Old High 
Germ an? The question boggles the 
mind!”
The only definite 
thus far has been taken 
al Grand Rapids Junior 
ingly enough. Long considered a more 
conservative school—at least in compari­
son to its radical New England 
counterparts— Junior College has scored 
u fiist in the nation wilh an exceedingly 
rationalstand. "I see no insurmountable 
problem,” Mr. Alfred Sellers explained to 
me. "My pupils have long been disre­
garding such simple matters as tense and 
case. All we need do is introduce them 
slowly to the prerogative case, and let 
them disregard that, loo."
BookstoreTheAt
*  -
Stage S’t Endgame
Roberta Flack to Appear at GVSC
by Nancy Hunsen
Roberta Flack grew up in Arlington. 
Virginia, where her mother, a school 
cook, played organ for a local church, and 
her father, a draftsman, played piano in a 
style Roberta refers to as “a very primitive 
Art Tatum."
By the time Roberta was four, she had 
begun picking out tunes on the piano, 
playing entirely by ear. At nine, she was
_.  ikn Cnnrtall C/'hnn’ OnH f}( ] ]
.9 twelve 
won sec-
___ f______in a state-wide segregated
piano contest; she entered Howard Uni­
versity when only 15. By the age of 20 she 
had begun her first seven-year career- 
—teaching music in a Washington public 
junior high school and studying operatic 
vocal technique.
As a joke, one day she belted out a 
popular tune for her voice teacher, Fre­
derick Wilkerson. Stunned. Wilkerson 
said. "Roberta, you should be singing this 
sort of stuff instead.” Sne was hurt. De­
stroyed. She ran out crying and I didn't 
gee her again for well over a month." 
Roberta returned singing that sort of stuff, 
earnestly enough to audition and gain an 
underground following at Mr. Henry s. a 
Washington nightclub.
Within the past three years 3he has 
gone from cult to commercial, to hits, 
awards, gold records, T.V. specials, plus 
major concert dates and music festivals 
coast-to-coast. Her first album, First 
Take" was on the pop charts for close to a 
year before the release of “Chapter Two. 
which became a major seller and rea1' "
established her name in the record busi­
ness. Both albums reflect Roberta's broad 
tastes which now cover such diverse 
songwriters as Leonard Cohen, Evan 
McColl, Bacharach and David. Oscar 
Brown, Lennon-McCartney, Chad Mitch­
ell. and most recently, Gene McDaniels. 
To date, she has eight albums released.
Warbling her way through the soul 
c la ss ic  "Ain't No M ountain High 
E nough" or D ylan's " lu s t  Like A 
Woman,” her head thrown straight back 
or tilted lazily to one shoulder, she can be 
sedate enough to appear with Arthur Fie­
dler and the Boston Pops, as she once did.
Or she can burst with the full flavor of 
Southern blues, as in McDaniels’ "Re­
verend Lee.” ("This iso  songabout a very 
big. strong, block, sexy Southern Baptist 
minister who thinks he has his program 
all together until he runs up against a 
lady who shows him he ain't really got it 
logetherat all. His name is Reverend Doc­
tor Lee . .
Roberta sw ings through the verses 
about Satan's oh-so seductivo daughter, 
hips and eyes rolling, hand slowly rising, 
rising to some emotional pinnacle, the 
voice reaching out to pluck a listener off 
into some private space. "Reverend Lee. 
oh Reverend Lee, oh, do it to me, Re­
verend Lee, do it, do it, do it to m e . . .
" I ’m just like the songs I sing— loving, 
guiiible. supersensitive, extremely emo­
tional. And that's what it’s all about; love 
in all kinds of shapes and sizes and 
forms."
What Roberta Flack is really all about is 
more than you can hear, more than I can 
say; be part of it Oct. 28. 8 p.m. in the 
Fieldhouse.
'Endgame'
by Ryon Davis
Stage 3's production of Endgame is simultaneously funny, threatening and enter­
tainment Grade A. U ia like spending an evening with a comic monster, who 
occasionally grab* an illusion you hold dearly, puls It on the spit and continues his 
lines with a sinister casuainess.
CAST
Rick Rapport - Ham 
foal Fink • Clove 
David Kunsberger - Nags
Ann Wilforn - Nell 
Ray Mattenon - Light*
Sue Kaufman - Stage Manager 
Mike Birtwistle • Director
The dUv will run tonight through Saturday. Ticket* are $1 for students. $2 for 
ganeral edmisaion. For reservation*, phone 454-5705. Curtain ia 8:30 p.m.
* M midtwo small window* Ugh to adjacent multi-colored smoking |acket Ham
Nomina lives outside the two rooms of the “house" of Ham. Ham Is blind; ha sits 
sod is tended by Clove, who can't sit. Nag and Nell are Ham's parents, and neither of 
them have lags. The two of are conftoad to a wooden bln. Clove alone has 
freedom of movemaot. however spasmodic.
I IS Uw ___ ItMfMlkrdto gam*. Ham mania to allow hie panel* to live only
ASS
n e y l t o  Nell'* r— —«*-nleva the anedxam ol toe«
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FLAK
by Pal Duncan
Som e film s are so w ell done that w hatever 
bias one has tow ard any particular sub ject can 
be ignored just for the th rill o f seeing  a good 
film . W alking T oll is a good film . Except for a 
few  m inor flaw s, it could be a great film . But I 
d on 't recom m end it to everyone.
W alking Tall to lls  the stosy o f Buford Pusser. 
ex-m arine , ex-w restler, who decides to co m e 
hom e and settle down with h is w ife, tw o kids, 
dog . and station w agon, in a little  rose-covered 
house in h is hom etow n. T hey  have all the ac­
couterm ents that would load to what m ost o f 
A m erica looks forward to. and works for. T h en , 
th is  dream  w orld is  shattered.
Buford d isco v ers, with the help  o f an old 
high sch ool buddy, that his hom etow n has 
changed . T h e  town has been encroached  upon 
by a strin g  o f estab lishm en ts w here, "y o u  ccn  
lay a bet. a broad, or the base for a three day 
d ru n k ." Buford doesn 't seem  to m ind this too 
m uch, but w hen h e catch es them  ch eating  h is 
friend, and protests, the ow ners carve a T en ­
n essee road inap into  Bu ford 's ch est and back.
T h is  begins Buford ’s crusade to  clean  up his 
tow n. He doesn 't m ind the things th ese estab­
lish m en ts o ffer,b u t. they are illegal and as long 
as h e is s h e r iff . . .  At the sam e tim e, h e  works 
to  elim in ate the corruption  in h is tow n, h e is 
trying to got the local tow nsfolk to  en list in the 
clean -u p  process them selves. T h is  i»  an old 
p lo t that has b een  used su ccess fu lly  from  
"H igh  N oon" on  around. But, here, it dem on­
strates a contem porary problem  w e all face. 
W hen som eth in g  w rong occu rs ar.u we all see 
th e w rong, why does there seem  io be such a 
w id e d iscrep en cy  betw een " ju s tic e "  and our 
court sy stem ? W hy is it that the guilty  are left 
unpunished and the v ictim s still in  pain?WJC Sponsors 
Media Career Days
by Candy Drone
William james Collage is sponsoring a 
weekly "Career Days” series this fall to 
involve students interested in the Arts 
and Media fields. The series began Wed., 
Oct. 10, with a forum discussing televi­
sion broadcasting.
WGVC station manager Gordon Lawr­
ence attended the meeting along with 
chief engineer Paul Bock and program 
director Chuck Furman, and Alex Taylor 
of WOTV, Channel 8, in Grand Rapids.
Lawrence began the meeting by com­
menting that "The problem in T.V. is that 
one can’t get a job without experience, 
but one can't get experience without that 
first job,"
He explained the T.V. job market as one 
that fluctuates with the economy. New 
production workers, those employees 
who are lowest paid, are usually the first 
to go.
“ I, myself, began as a production- 
property man." said Lawrence, "doing 
things like shoveling the sidewalks, floor 
directing all of the shows and even did 
some of the actor’s grocery shopping. The 
first job isn't necessarily cohesive with 
the college degree one has earned."
Lawrence differentiated between the 
two areas in broadcasting: public and 
commercial. "In public broadcasting, the 
law precludes making money,” Lawrence 
explained. The annual budget of a public 
station is comparable to a budget allowed 
for a one-hour show on a commercial 
network. If monetary gain is important to 
the student, he or she should stay away 
from pubiic broadcasting.
WOTV's Alex Taylor noted, “There’s 
always an abundance of applicants in any 
field. The student should develop certain 
areas of expertise, something he’s par­
ticularly good at."
Paul Bock injected, ‘‘In the technologi­
cal field, a first class license is required. 
Anyone in the engineering aspect must 
have a license. The problems are the 
same: the skills are slightly different.”
All the men agreed that the internship 
programs are advantageous to students, 
adding that the potential of T.V. will be 
evident within the next five yean. The
growth is not as rapid as experts had pro­
jected. As far as cable T.V. is concerned, 
students were advised to check into the 
Grand Rapids-Wyoming area during the 
next two years.
"One thing people should remember is 
that in media of any kind, people are 
working when other people aren't. This is 
an important consideration for one's fam­
ily,” Lawrence remarked.
Upcoming workshops in the series in­
clude:
AAAAAAAAAA
PRINT JOURNALISM
Reporters, photographers, 
24— and managing editors will be 
present.
cin Root, president of the 
American Magazine Associa­
tion will speak on magazine 
reporting. Her current project 
is an investigation of atomic 
energy.
Oct.
Nov
* » » * » * » * * *
Also planned are workshops on alter­
native media access, and film and design. 
Dates are not yet settled.
WJC professor In§s Lsflsur, esc of the 
organizers of the series explained, "These 
workshops aren’t limited to people just 
interested in the production aspect of the 
media. People interested in management 
should also check them out.”
Her object is to bring successful par­
sons with careers in media together to 
talk about opportunities for students. In 
turn, the visiting speakers are able to ob­
tain the opinions of students involved in 
standard and alternative media.
“The power of positive and negative 
attitudes are also helpful," said Lafleur. 
“The negative being that student* don’t 
enter the real world with illusions about 
becoming e Walter Cronklte overnight 
rhey need to be shown limitation* in 
their fields of interest*.
Levertov Explains 
Art and Inspiration MSQELL^NEOLS—French Group Plans Weekend in the Country
by Jean Or low
Buford Puaaar lights th e 'system' the only  
w ay he know s. W ith v iolence. U sing a club o r a 
gun, h e wipea out th a  opposition. T he only 
th in g  that saves th is  blatant destruction is the 
anguish  that it cau ses his fam ily, especially  his 
w ife. And as th e film  progresses, w e see th is 
d istaste flow  from  h er to  Buford, and to u i.
T h is  is one film  that I have seen in  th e last 
few years that d elivers a ll th e em otion and 
im pact that th e film  prom ises. I have seldom  
felt (and w hen I say felt, I m ean feeled ) so m uch 
from a film . T h e p ure em otional flow  that cas­
cades o ff th e screen  in th e sequence that in­
clu des P u sser’s w ife ’s death and funeral, is 
pure beauty.
Bui again, th is film  isn 't for everyone. If  v io l­
en ce, very g raph ic and ex p lic it  violence, turns 
you off, or you are repulsed at the idea o f v iol­
ent m ethods o f  actio n , d on 't see the film. And if 
you don't be lieve in  heroes, d on ’t go. A nd if  
you th ink that th e f ilm ’s endorsem ent o f both 
w ill in flu en ce you, and y ou ’ll w ind up going 
out and clu bbin g  th e next person who you 
d on 't like, by all m eans, stay  away. Bui, i f  you 
w ant to see a coautifu lly  acted , em otionally 
fu lfillin g , but again v iolent, film , see W alking 
T a ll. Y o u 'll like it.
“Duende” Is “soul.” Soui Is in * experi­
ence of inspiration, which you can't help 
but recognize. Inspiration i* the discov­
ery of ■ technique which reaches beyond 
that which you have ever created before.
It is not something you can make happen, 
but rather something you can prepare for 
with an awareness of everything that is 
happening around you.
Yet art is not Inspiration alone. It is a 
craft and therefore requires skill and in­
telligence. . . . .
In revealing a creation to the public, the 
artist wants it to stand on it* own. A good 
piece'of art will cause the artist no fear of 
misunderstanding, tor a communication 
lies within the piece itself. If it fails to 
communicate, the piece has failed and so 
has the artist.
Friday evening. O ctober 5, Denise 
Levertov read from some of her own 
poetry, those which have been published 
in her books and others which are stand­
ing alone. Saturday afternoon, at the 
home of TJC tutor Robert Vas Dias, Lever­
tov shared some of her ideas about poetry 
and art, and her experiences with the new 
revolution which is going on within 
America.
As a w ell-know n fem ale poet and 
anti-wax activist, Levertov was invited to 
Hanoi in the fall of 1972 along with two 
other public figures by the Vietnamese 
Com m ittee for the Solid arity  of the 
American People.
For those who can rem em ber the 
1960’s—a decade of peace rallies and war 
moratoriums—and might be wondering 
what has happened to all of those people 
who assumed much of the burden of or­
ganizing activities directed against U.S.
m ilitary involvem ent in other . . . .  .
countries . . .  Denise Levertov is one of share her experiences and her ideas and 
those people, but the 60 ’s represent only a this “Fragrence of Life, Odor of Death.” 
part in her past as a social activist. Even 
now as she assists others in promoting a
Fragrance of Life, Odor of Death 
All the while among 
the rubble even, and in 
the hospitals, among the wounded,
not only beneath 
lofty clouds 
in temples
by the shore of lotus-dreaming 
lakes
a fragrance:
fiowers, incense, the earth-mist rising g 
ot mild daybreak in the delta-gold smell 
of life
It’s in America
where no bombs ever
have screamed down smashing
the buildings, shredding the people's bodies
tossing the fields of Kansas or Vermont Maryland into the air
it's in America, everywhere, a faint 
seepage 
I smell death.
Denise Levertov 
Hanoi-Boston-Maine 
November 1972
greater awareness of U.S. activities in 
Chile, she still recall* the days she rallied 
with other concerned Americans around 
the cry, “Ban the Bomb!"
like many. Denise Levertov was ex­
hausted by the necessary energy it took to 
get people working together. She now 
teaches at Tufts university in Boston and 
does readings across the country.
When asked why there is such a differ­
ence of atmosphere in the United States 
now as compared to the last decade, 
Levertov responds that many minds have 
been paralyzed by the Watergate affair 
and are pacified by the signing of the 
peace treaty in  Vietnam. People have 
drawn inside themselves not knowing 
what to do next or what will happen, an­
ticipating the big explosions of the 60's to 
reoccur.
According to Levertov , it's going to be 
the small actions today which are going 
to make the difference in the future. She 
quotes a Vietnam ese saying, "W hen 
you've one hundred miles io go, ami 
you’ve gone ninety, you don’t turn back.” 
She calls for education and awareness of 
where the nextsteps may take us. “We 
have more time than the ecologists say we 
have!”
One ot the selections Levertov read 
from on Friday night was a booklet which 
has been published by a small press in 
Boston w hich  Levertov supports- 
—Harvey Street Press. The booklet con­
taining the poem "Conversation in Mos­
cow" will be available in the Campus 
bookstore.
Denise Levertov has shown herself to 
be a concerned human being through her 
activities and through her poetry. 1 found 
her to be just that. She was willing to
COLLEGE STUDENTS POETRY ANTHOLOGY
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
announces its
SPRING COMPETITION
T he dosing date for the submission of manuscripts by College Students is
November 5
ANY S T U D E N T  attending either junior or *eniwr w  
his vene. There is no limitation as to form or theme, 
ferred by the Board of Judges, beause of «P*« limitations
Each poem must be T Y PED  or PRINTED on a  separate sheet, snd m im  
bear the NAM E and HO M E ADDRESS of the student, and th e  COO.E(X  
ADDRESS as Mila
M AN USCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE O F T H E  PRESS
•a a1i«*«k1a Ia  nikm itam ust^ anv •<B«faia*»
Shorter works are pre-
NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
SS10 Selby Avenue Los Angolta, Calif. 
__________90034
If you would like to explore
sudi oraos os ossfttvaneis twining, eiminoffng suft-dafaortnq 
behaviors, racism and seif-concept, fomotem oie identify, 
career planning. . .
Now For Student Development Groups to Begin the 
Week of October 15th.
's still time to sign up.
!  sM Km* id dgn up.
i — ha. 226
Le Cercle Francois announces its organizational meeting, 
Thursday, Oct. 25, in the Upstairs Commons restaurant 
(room 225J from  7:3r' to 10 p.m. The agenda will include 
plans for  "A French Weekend in the Country’ this term, a 
possibility o f  a trip to Montreal winter term, and a stimulat­
ing presentation o f California produce. If you are now taking 
or nave taken French courses or have an interest in rrenen  
culture, be sure to register fo r membership and payyo“V a 'J 
term dues ($1} in the Foreign Language Office, 210 Lon ,b y 4  
p.m. Wed., Oct 24. MEMBERSHIP IS REQUIRED FOR THIS 
MEETING! C’est une occaision’ magnifique!!!
. . . You Oughta Be a Star
People’s Originated-Televised Video (POTV) is beginning 
campus - wide programming this coming Tuesday. Each 
Tuesday from 3:30 to 4:30 the studio in 37 LSH will be open  ^
to anyone wishing to air complains, protests, personal uc- • 
sires, etc. to the Grant Valley community.
Cable TV will provide locally originated programming, 
and can be viewed in the dorms, Commons, and Student 
Centers. For more information contact either Rob Conrow or 
Barbara Roos at ext. 207.
CAS Begins Season Art Shows
This year’s first cam pus art exhibition begins today and lasts 
through Nov. 9. Pottery by Jackie Butsch and paintings by  
Elizabeth Aralia will be on display daily between 8 a.m. and 
5 p.m in the Colder Fine Arts Center.
On the opposite side o f campus, students o f  CAS Physics 
professor Curtis Meaning have their summer term efforts 
displayed in the main Lobby of Loutit Hall.
On the second floor  o f the Zumberge Library, 40 photo­
graphs which Meaning describes as “the best o f the best" are 
on display. All photos exhibited are b lackan d  white with the 
exception o f  those sam ples o f TJC students Steven Treu’s 
color work.
Bike Give-Away
Theta Tau Theta Sorority is sponsoring a Give Away on a 
10-speed bike. Buy a chance from  any member for the H al­
loween drawing, W ednesday afternoon, Oct. 31, in the Cam­
pus Center. instant Replay
Football film s o f the previous Saturday’s gam e are shown 
every Tuesday, 12 noon, in the Campus Center Snack Bar.
Foreign Study Opportunity
A program in India fora limited number of undergraduate 
students is a distinct possibility for  Jan., 1974. A (hree-week 
orientation program in the U.S. follow ed  by four months o f  
course studies in India beginning in Feb., '74 is the general 
outline o f the program. Open to sophomores ard juniors. 
Estimated costs: between $1,200 and $1,500. For informa­
tion, contact the Office o f International Studies, 251 LSH.
. . .And on the Domestic Side
For those who’d like to stick to the States, Prof Richard 
Lefebvre’s Intro. Geology Program in Durango, Colorado, is 
going to be offered again this coming summer. Costs are 
estimated at $550 for  board, lodging, and transportation 
while in Colorado. Contact Prof. Le/ebvre for additional in-
°^rmatK Radiation Films in the Bio. Dept.
The CAS.Biology Dept, is sponsoring a series o f film s  
about “Radiation Biology" this term, each  Wed. and Fri. at 
noon in 210 Loutit. Admission is/ree. Tommorrow’s/eatures 
are "Doorway to Diagnosis,” "Molecular Biology," and 
“Safety in Salt (Radioactive Wast Disposal."
Astronaut Visits G.R.
Astronaut Jam es Irwin, the eighth man to walk on the 
moon, will appear in Grand Rapids. Mon., Oct. 22, in the 
Civic Auditorium at 8 p.m. His appearance is sponsored by 
the World Home Bible League o f  South Holland Illinois.
Irwin will describe his 12-day space journey and three-day  
stay on the moon’s surface. The experience prompted the 
funneling o f  his energies in a more evangelical vein after he  
returned to earth.
Admission is free, but any donations are welcome.
All-Campus Vocalizing
The All-Campus Chorale meets on Tuesdays and Thurs­
days from noon to 1 p.m. in 156 Colder Fine Arts Center. 
According to Chorale D iiccior William Beidler, anyone who 
can carry a tune is w elcom e to join. This term the chorale is 
rehearsing “In Windsor Forest," by Vaughn Williams which  
is scheduled for  perform ance in the February Winter Music 
Festival. _  .
AIM Leaders Appear on GVSC Panel
Tomorrow  night, 8 p.m. in the Campus Center Multi­
purpose room, GVSC will play host to a Wounded Knee 
Panel. Eddie Benton, director o f  the St. Paul, Minn. AIM 
chapter, Luke McKissick, AIM attorney and  defense attorney 
for  Angela Davis and Eldridge Cleaver, and Russel Means, 
AIM leader will discuss the efforts going into what they call 
"the trial o f  the century,” when the U.S. government squares 
o ff  against the W ounded Knee occupiers.
"Rolfing" Therapy?
Dr. Jerom e Rozner. a trained structural integrationist, will 
be on campus in early N ovem ber and ava ilab le  fo r  indi­
vidual "rolfing" sessions, and a w eekend rojfing-gestalt 
group, Nov. 2*4. The cost o f  the group experience  is only $60 
per person, whereas the cost o f  individual sessibns is $40 p er  
head . Any questions about roi/uig therapy shou ld  be di­
rected to David Regester in the Counseling Office.
Oct. 29, at 7:30 p.m. the G.R. Psychological A ssociation is 
holding a program featuring a dem onstration o f  rolfing in 
Louis Armstrong Theatre. Anyone m ay  attend, but there is 
an admission charge. Pay $2.00 in advance at the  Coumei- 
int Office, o r$2.50 atihfc door.---------------------------- -  . .
The GVSC Board of Control will meet tomorrow, Oct. 19, at 
! p.m. in the Campus Center Cun/enmce room. The tentative 
igenda includes: Personnel actions,‘73-74 revised'General 
7und Budget, a report on the proposed 10 watt FM radio 
itation, a report on Grant Activities, and the revised ‘73*74 
ludget for Auxiliary Activities Budget. That’s the official 
snda, but no doubt brief mention will be made of the 
proposed Tenure and Grievance Procedure for fa- 
"  The meeting is o\
Marketing Club Initiates Annual Career Day
The Grand Vallay Student Chapter of 
the American Marketing Aaaociatioc in 
conjunction with G w «2 Valiev State Col­
lege's Placement Office U holding its first 
a n n u a l C a ree r  C o n fe re n ce  Day on 
November 8 ,1 9 7 3 , at GVSC's newly com­
pleted Campus Canter. The "day", as It 
has been called, is  designed to acquaint 
ambitious young students with some of 
the job opportunities, available.
It is anticipated that SO employers rep­
resenting business, industry, and govern­
ment w ill be on hand to put up displays, 
make speeches, and just be available to 
answer any quesiiuus that students may 
have. The day will be topped tiff with 
an evening banquet and a speech by Dr. 
John D. (Jack) Shingleton, a nationally 
known lecturer and author. His topic for 
discussion will be. quite appropriately, 
"Education In the World of W ort."
T h ree  in te re stin g  p oin ts th at you 
should consider are as follows:
(1) This is the first annual day. There­
fore e  good stud ent turnout w ill 
assure the campus of more Confer­
ence Days in the future. This program 
was introduced at Northern Michigan 
University in 1968 to an over­
whelming response. As a result they 
have continued and many NMU stu­
dents have benefited greatly.
(2) This day is being organized by the 
students themselves. Phil Conley, a 
senior at Grand Valley, and the presi­
dent o f GVSC's student chapter, is in 
charge of the organization o f this 
affair. His efforts, along with those of
tb 3 Student Chapter's other members, 
are proof of student interest in this 
type of program. But they need the 
support o f the students to get this 
program off the ground.
(3 ) T h is  p rogram , in  d e s ig n , is 
nothing new. In the Grand Rapids 
area there was a highly successful 
program entitled Operation Native 
Son. (It was killed by the depression.) 
So it it high time that students in this 
area get the chance for this kind of 
activity.
And, indeed, now you have the chance, 
an opportunity to discuss your future 
with people who know. Even if you don't 
hear what you came to hear, it will still 
be as planned, a learning experience.
So come and observe, come and ask, 
or Just com e and look. But com e on 
November 8, between 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., 
to Grand Valley’s First Annual Career 
Conference Day. If you have any ques­
tions, please contact any of the professors 
listed below:
Ken Fridsma (Placement)
Jitrenda Sharma 
Ken Hunter 
Lee Kaufman 
Robert Taft 
Jack Payne 
Phil Gordon
Hope to see you there!
by Tim Miank
Frightening News!!!
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BENEFITS MADE AVAILABLE 
FOR CISC. VETS
New on
by L'Anni Hill
WGVC, Channel 35 has some special 
features coming up this month which 
w ill undoubtedly stim ulate West 
M ichigan’s T.V. watchers, including a 
GVSC student or two.
“The Unreasonable Man.” which airs 
at 8 p.m. Oct. 17, features the sardonic 
comedy of the San Francisco theatrical 
troupe, the Pitachol P layers, who 
dramatize the drab life of Ralph Banal is 
co-workers and the agency they serve. 
Ralph’s grim retirement ceremonies, the 
departmental funds, the buck-passing 
and red tape that bogs down projects, the 
coffee breaks where martinis are injected 
with syringes—rail are presented in a 
free-wheeling si/le combining Kafkaes- 
oue alienation with the zany humor of a 
Marx Brothers movie.
"Tw o Arctic Tales” will present an un­
usual documentary exploring the mys­
tery surrounding two polar expeditions. 
In the 1960s a Dartmouth professor, doing 
research on the unexplained disappear­
ance o f an Arctic explorer in 1845, be­
came even more curious about the fete of 
another 19th century explorer who had 
gone in search of the earlier expedition. 
The leader of that search died under un­
usual circumstances. The program airs at 
8 p.m., Tues., Oct. 23.
Immediately following “Arctic Tales,” 
the talented musician Chuck Mangione
w ill be blending jazz, rock, and a sym­
phony orchestra for the Chuck Mstogione 
Concert during which he w ill be conduc­
tor, performer, as well as composer of 
most of the music. The concert airs at 9:30 
p.m., T ubs., Oct. 23 and again Oct. 26 at 
2:30 p.m.
“Playhouse New York" w ill feature 
“Particular M en" at 9  p.m. Wed., Oct. 24. 
Stacy Reach plays the lead role in this 
drama by Emmy award-winning play­
wright Lpring Mandel. T he play, cen­
tered around the development of the 
atom ic bomb, exam ines the moral re­
sponsibilities o f the scientists and the re­
lationships between them and the gov­
ernments that support their work. Reach 
is the protagonist, William Benjamin, a  
brilliant atomic physicists who is head o f 
the nuclear project Benjamin, a sensitive 
and deeply moral man, has been given
unfimlted funds, the aid of the best scien­
tific minds in die country, and a chance to
bring about a revolution in physics. Dri- 
van b y this opportunity, he allows him - 
,* lf  to  ovsdook the moral consequence*
that the work must bring when it becomes
• practical frailty.
Norm an M ailer, literary  sup erstar,
notorious braggadoccio and author of the 
controversial biography Marilyn  - a retro­
spective study of Marilyn Monroe - will 
be the guest on “Book Beat.” Oct. 29.9:30
p.m. The book was initially conceived by 
world famous photographer Lawrence 
Schiller as a pictorial essay, a chronicle of 
111 pictures by 24 of the world’s greatest 
photographers. Mailer was committed to 
write the introductory text. However, 
once into the project Mailer found his 
subject too fascinating and complex to 
confine to a short piece. The result was a 
voluminous 95,000 words.
A te lev isio n  ad ap tation .o f the im­
mensely popular, play “To Be Young, 
Gifted, and Black” will initiate a series of 
specials featuring black performers Oct. 
31, 8 p.m. In this series, woven together 
from the diaries and letters of playwright 
Lorraine Hansberry, her husband probes 
Ins wife’s experiences as a black artist in 
America.
Every M onday night at 8 :3 0  p.m . 
WGVC presents its own local production 
“The Fifth Quarter," hosted by }im Kipp. 
GVSC head football coach Jim Harkama 
discusses the highlights and important 
plays of the home football games played 
the previous weekend.
Tune in to some fine programming on 
Channel 35, WGVC. located in Manitou 
Hall on GVSC’s campus.
by Ann Kotowicz
If you’re a veteran, then you should 
know Bob Schreiner, Cy Furman, and 
Gary Gebhardt. They're the staff of the 
Veterans Affairs Office and are available 
to you for help In any complaint or prob­
lem you may have.
If you want personal or drug counse­
ling. need Financial Aid information, or 
even help with your curriculum, the VA 
Office can help you or put you in contact 
with the right people who can aid you 
best.
There are many programs, activities, 
and benefits  that many veterans are 
unaware of; relaying this information is 
also a part of GVSC’s Veto Office. There 
is a new tutoring program available for 
veterans for part-time or full-time stu­
dents. Through a recommendation from 
the professor, a student-veteran can 
receive tutoring by GVSC tutors, and the 
VA will finance it.
Stop tramping a l l  over 
campus to hang your or­
g an iza t ions  posters and 
n o t i c e s !
For a small  f e e ,  I 
w i l l  do j u s t  that  while 
you s i t  in  the comfort­
ing warmth of  your par- 
lor===cal l  Dave at ex. 
i? n
Institutional
Full l i a *  *220
Th ree-*  Hu*#
Half time
--------eB&a r d ' S :  ' W en* 1
hp l e t t je l r y  ~ itr> p o^ ted
i .
ssistant Director, Dept, 
f Undergraduate Medical 
Education, American Medi- 
Ical Association will 
speak on "Medical Educa-.
ill speak on "Mei 
tion and Public Expecta­
tions"
176 Lake Michigan Hall 
Thursday, Oct. 26 
2-4 p.m.
Sponsored by the Bio­
medical Studies Society
efififi-MEttSSKfll___________
A Jazz Experience
Herbie
Hancock
N O V . 4 at the
ITS AVAHAiU AT TNI
BOOK9TOWI OCT. 29
$ 3 .9 0 In advance M .SO a t Ike te a r
r has Its bunny. Fourth of |uly Its 
fireworks. Thanksgiving its turkey (so do 
we), Christmas Its Santa, and Halloween 
its trick or treat. Trick or treat has never 
been the same since I got a whcla hot. of 
chocolate laxatives from the hoods that 
Uved down the block. I suppose t. or t. is 
all right if you have each piece of candy 
chopped into littla bits and chemically 
analyzed after you get home. But that 
treat Is only for littla kids, there's not 
much for big kids to do on Halloween but 
go out and get plowed.
Realizing this, various groups of enter­
prising souls decided that institutions are 
made, not born. Therefore, seizing the old 
nwlowcau spirit*, many non-profit or­
ganizations spend October acquiring old 
houses replete with gory, ghastly mons­
ters to live (T) Inside for a few weeks and 
scare the crap out of drunk college stu­
dents.
I arrived early so I strolled around the 
huge yard, celled the “Walk in the Dark" 
with long, narrow paths and aarta bogs
filled with molding life. The hours had 
porches with balustrades and a big ball 
and shuttered windows and doorways. 
Myriad passageways ran through its three 
stories. There were rooms reasrred for 
Mad Doctors, witches covans, giant spid­
ers. nameless corpses, and other macabre 
forms o f life and death.
I came downstairs and saw that the 
people who were just then meeting in the 
morgue-living roam were a breed apart 
from humanity, clutching monster mags 
and discussing the latest in crawling 
flesh. The meeting was called to order, 
new rules made, news of the week re­
vealed, strategy mapped out, costumes 
shown off. and new people met the "old 
people." It was a meeting iika any organi­
zational meeting anywhere.
Schreiner, the Office's director, expres­
ses hopes o f starting e Veterans Club; 
interested person should contact him. He 
would also like to have a number of local 
veterans attend the Michigan Ass petition 
of Lollegiate Veterans Conference that 
will meet Nov. 9-10 at Schoolcraft Col­
lege in Livonia. There will be meeting* 
and reports on the progress of.the latest 
G.I. bills in the Michigan legislature, plus 
food  and  d rin k  a p le n ty . A gain , i f  
interested, contact the VA Office.
P resen tly  S ch re in er, Furm an, and 
Gebhardt are working on a "recruiting 
campaign.” They are trying to locate all 
veterans in the G.RJMuskegon area and 
inform them of the many benefits that 
a great number of veterans don't know 
exist. By making personal calls and writ­
ing letters, they hope to get more vets 
into college.
At present, about $2,000/year is given 
to vets for education. The rate of pay for 
student veterans provided by ihe G.I. bill 
appears below:
No o f d *  O n . depen 
pendents dent
Tw o de- Eerh Addi
Also, you can call the VA in Detroit, 
toii free, if  you have any questions or 
complaints to register by dialing 456- 
8511 in G.R., and 726-4859 in Muskegon 
The Veterans Affairs Office is open M- 
F, 8:30 p.m. in 243 LHH.
Largest in the area is the House of Dork 
Shadow s, 932 0  S . D ivision. Grand 
Rapids. I had been hearing a lot about it. 
so I decided to go out and see what they 
had going on. All my life has been spent 
in G.R. and I've seen most of the old 
houses in it from plenty of angles, day 
and night. But nothing I’ve overseen pre­
pared me for whai they had out there in 
the boonies: a big old. gray rambling 
house with enough vintage junk in and 
around it to fill a museum,
+
•Harold Jenkins (1788-1853). Known 
as the original Halloween spirit". Harold 
has been seen visiting tram the afterworld 
many times and is widely credited as the 
driving force that established trick or 
treat in America, cited by some of his time 
as the cause of the Civil War. Harold is 
rarely seen on the doorstep, as he is more 
fond of tricking than being treated, al­
though he doesn’t mind that either.
Later I was taken on a grand tour o f the 
premises, step by step, with each one de­
scribed in detail as to its squeamish ef­
fects. I talked for awhile with the folks in 
charge of this undertaking (no pun in­
tended) that seemed larger all the time, 
with characters who were the real item 
right down to the blood. I left in the dark, 
believing, in a way. everything I’d ever 
heard about it.
The House o f Dark Shadow's is spon­
sored by Mr. jim ’s Animal Refuge, and all 
proceeds go to the refuge. The house Is 
open from fi to 11 p.m.. Oct. 18 ih :,u a h
31.
by David Michmerhuizen
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Second Half Lakers 
Win One, Lose One
Grand V a l l e y ' s  John Kahen f ind s  an opening a f t e r  r e c e iv in g
from teammate Tony Love (1 )  In a c t io n  aga inst  Alma Col lege Sept. 29.
HARRIERS TO HOST GVSC INVITE ROWERS IN BIG CANADIAN MEET
A fte r  three games, sen ior  ha l fback  
John Mahan ( l e f t )  was l i s t e d  as the 
NAIA's number one ground g a in e r ,  as he 
and fe l lo w  running back,  Steve Brems 
( r i g h t )  led the Lakers to a second 
po s i t io n  in NAIA team rushing o f fe n se .  
Grand Va l ley  a lso  captured the 12th 
spot in team to ta l  o f fen se .
Grand Valltiy's cross country ttiani ran 
for an impressive second place finish at 
the Spring Arbor College Invitational 
held october 13th at Spring Arhor Col­
lege.
The host school won the meet with 50 
points while the Lakers totaled 50 points. 
Wheaton College of Illinois flnsihed third 
with 67 points.
Spring Arbor’s Tony Luttrall won the 
individual title completing the six miles 
in 25:22. Laker Scott Van Allsburg led 
Grand Valley with a fourth place finish at 
25:50. Teammate |im Darcy was fifth with 
a time of 25:55.
Grand Valley’s other finishers were 
Dean Brnesi (12th,), Duff Schad (IHtli) 
and Dave Stebbins (20th).
Next Saturday the Lakers and their 
coach. Bill Clinger, host the fourth annual 
Grand Valiev State Colleges Cross Coun­
try Invitational. Eleven teams including 
defending champ Aquinas College with 
compete. C.LIAC champion Ferris State 
College and Hillsdale College have been 
picked by local pundits as pre-meet favo­
rites. . , ,
Individual stars returning include 
A quinas' Dan Black and lohnC arr, 
Hillsdale's Donny Anderson, and Lakers 
Darcy and Van Allsburg. Spring Arbor's 
Tony Luttrall should also finish near th‘> 
top.
Starting time for the meet is 11:00 a m.
Coach Paul Springer and the crew team 
will compete in the prestigious Brock In­
vitational held at Brock University, St. 
Catherines. Ontario, Canada on October 
20th.
Most of the top Canadian crew teams, 
including the University of Windsor, will 
be competing in the meet to which Grand 
Valley will send only its varsity boat.
Other U S. schools competing include 
Morris Harvey College (VV. Va.), Marietta 
College (Ohio), and Buffalo State Untver 
sitv (N.Y.).
On October 27th the rowers travel to 
Fast Unsing for the Michigan State l  il- 
versity Invitational.
SOCCER CLUB SCHEDULE 
Coach—Antonio Herrera
October 20 
October 27 
November 3 
homeNovember 10
North wood Institue.away 
Calvin College, away 
Northwood Institute.
Aqu. as College, home
T k SSSSOSftS uSSm uuvvcan save you a bundle.
decision -Together with representatives of 
industry, labor, other citizens' groups, and 
like-minded senators, we recently won passage 
of a bill which would create youth and senior 
citizen discounts on ail domestic flights
Similar legislation is now pending in the 
House
If you've flown recently you know that a 
youth fare ticket costs about 50% more than it 
did laift year By this time next year, youth fares 
will be a thing of the past
Unless you do something about it 
That s because the Civil Aeronautics Board 
(CAB) thinks tliat airlines shouldn't "discriminate'' 
by charging some people less money for tickets 
than other people
Despite the fact that sor^e people have  less 
money than othet- people
And despite the fact that most of the airhnes 
believe youth fares should be retained since 
last year, tfiey accounted tor ever 5 mflbor. tops 
and $400 million in revenues
To push this bill through, though, your 
help is required Lobbies can aid legislators 
when they already see our point of view, but 
only an aroused constituent can make a Con 
gressperson change his mind
So we'd like to encourage you to use the 
coupons at the bottom of tfus ad (or better still, 
wnte your own letter, or send a telegram)
One goeb to Cong John Jarman of 
Oklahoma. Chairman of the House Transporta 
bon and Aeronautics Subcommittee Ask him to
hold hearings immediately, and support HR 2698 
sponsored by Rep John Keating and 86 other 
representatives This bill, if passed, will create 
discount air fares for both younq people and 
senior citizens
The second coupon goes to your Con 
gressperson Tell him that you expect him to 
support HR 2698 or similar legislation And tell 
him that you'll remembef how he votes the next 
time you vote
Shortly after the 5A B  s announcement 
last December, the National Student Lobby 
began a campaign to override the Board's
lb* Honorable lohn Imran. CWman 
Haas Transportation and Aaronauocs SubcoaunUaa 
House a< Rapreaentalnma 
Washington, D C 20515
I urge you to held hearings 
HR 3899, wtarii woUd aatabWi ‘
Tlinn nrakiaine nononnr
House of
D C  375 :5
programs We lobby on legislation which affects 
vour tight to vote, student parttapation tn 
university governance, and the minimum wage 
you receive for work you do on your campus 
We ci iike you to know more about U£, 
and we cf like to know more about your needs 
So we are offennq memberships to individual 
students and not lust student organizations 
They cost $6 0 0  per year, and include not 
only a subscription to our monthly newspaper, 
The frjdent Lobbyist, but also give you an equal 
voice in determining the Lobby's position on 
rssues of public im p o rts**  through cwr annual 
referendum You'll also receive our Voflng 
flecorl Poster (suitable for framing) wnicn naps 
you keep tabs on your Congreaeperson. lust In 
case he hasn't called you m for a b n rtn g  lately 
So use the coupons You u nna tne 
well spent
The third one goes to us. the Nebonai 
Student Lobby -  the only lobby on Capitol Hill 
which protects students' interests and defends 
theff nghts
We give you a v oce on issues which affect 
the ooat at your education, such as federal 
fundng at student loan and other financial aid
on HR 2696 and
you w* find that
D ear.
As ana ot your younger, more vocal constituents. 1 urge 
you to support HR 2690 and HR 3859 which would establish 
far yoisig people and aanor ntasns on domestic ac 
do not adversely Wlect a
un sure you ml knd that 
suppoA I hook forward to 
0m  in l a  very near future
r te du n fi
sir 5
eohar passengers ®
National StudJk Lobby 
413 East Cap*lSw<*
Washington, DC 20003
a w e T Je n  bucks encfaesdQ Pfe— wnd ms
■ , I oar organ** »  "taei yoA  f r a  or work
, m my school or co m m n ay  Q  My n a o t  r
III
114fi1i
Footabll, unlike many iport*. allows 
playert a mld-eonlaal break In be used for 
regrouping or realignment of strategy. In 
tta laat two outlnga. the Laker grid squad 
haa taken advantage of thla brief respite 
and returned to the field In the second 
half to pummel their opponents.
In the October 8 genie with GLIAC rival 
Ferris State College, Grand Valley was at 
the short end of a 17-0 nainime scorn but 
came back In the aeoond half to rack up 13 
unanswered polnta. Although the contest 
ended e i a loas for the Laker*. It marked 
the first time a Grand Valley football team 
had played with any respectability  
against the Bulldogs. In 1971 and 7 2 . 
Ferria shut out the Laker* 42-0 and 57-0.
The Bulldoga main scoring thrusts 
came In the flrat quarter aa backs Larry 
Gagnon and Rick Patton scored on rushes 
of two and 29 yards respectlvoly. Ferris 
later added a field goal.
Grand Valley took control In the second 
half as the Laker defense stymied Ferris's 
heretofore potent offense. The offensive 
■how bsgan In the fourth quarter ns half­
back John Mahan acored on a three-yard 
run, capping a Laker drive of 80 yards In 
17 playa, Grand Valley scored again late 
in the same period aa quarterback Kerry 
Rasikas connected with )unlor Maurice 
Bobbitt on a nine yard pasa play.
Mahan totaled 99 yarda rushing in 22 
carries as he continued his mastery on the 
field. The final score: Ferris 19, Grand 
Valley 13.
A second half cotr-tbeck was again the 
story ss Grand Valley finally turned the 
tablet on local arch-rival Grand Rapids 
(unlor College, 30-21.
The Raiders, who ere frequently men­
tioned as one of the nation's finest two- 
year school football squads, led at half­
time. 14-7. Grand Valley came back with 
23 points In the second half to record the 
win.
T he Laker's running game again 
wasexceptional as senior half-back lohn 
Mahan rushed for 153 yards in 26 at­
tempts while his backfield partner Steve 
Brems crashed through for three second 
half touchdowns. Mahan has now col­
lected over 700 yards on the ground this
Quarterback Kerry Rasikas upannd the 
scoring for the lakers with s 23-ysrd first 
qnsrtnr pass to Mshsn. Tnat tied the score 
7-7 as the Raiders had scored a touch­
down narllnr In the quarter. |C rushed for 
another TD In the second period going to 
the lockers with a seven point halftime 
advantage.
Grand Valley came right back In the 
second naif, scoring on ine open in* serin* 
of plays, lying the game 14-14. Nearing 
the end of the third quarter the lakers 
took the lead for good on • one yard run 
by Brems. Brems laterWcored another 
six-polnier while kicking ace lack Griffin 
hooted a 36 yard field goal to complete 
the Grand Vnlloy scoring,
Penalties proved to be the only lop­
sided statistic as the Raiders were asses­
sed 90 yards for infractions opposed In 15 
yards frtr the lakers.
The wl:i botiSiiid Grand Valley's foot­
ball record to 3-2 while |C slipped to a 4-2 
mark.
Thla Saturday. ( loach |lm Harkeinn and 
the griddnra travel to Findlay, Ohio to 
compete with tho usually tough Findlay 
College football squad. Stalling lime Is 
2:00 p.m.
GR|C 7 7 0 7 - 21 
GVSC 7 0 14 9 • 30
by Hans Horstik
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The
Roberta Flack 
Concert
Sunday, October 28 
8 p.m. Fieldihouse
Tickets:
$.5.00 !b sto a t*
$5.50 at the to r
4
